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HHoollllyy  LLiissllee’’ss

VViissiioonn  ––  AA  WWrriitteerr’’ss  RReessoouurrccee
never give up on your dreams

FFrroomm  HHoollllyy  LLiissllee

What Matters

I receive entirely too many letters from beginners with an idea and a
desire to get an agent, a publisher, and a contract - in that order and
right away.  These tend to be folks who haven't even done a few
chapters of the book they hope to sell yet.  Many have never really
written anything.  But, armed with their idea, they're quite certain
they're ready for the big leagues.

This is no different than a person who has watched a bit of baseball
on television but has never played, deciding he wants to go pro
because he thinks he'd be good at it, and expecting agents, editors,
and publishers to take this display of hubris seriously.

But it also isn't the point.  Let's leave the agents and other pros out of
the equation for a moment, and just consider the poor, naive would-
be writer.  Here is someone seeking a career and hoping to acquire
obligations and a big financial debt (and if you sign a contract and
accept advance money, and then do not then deliver a completed
and professional manuscript, my friend, you owe that money back.) . .
. and they have no idea if they even enjoy the work.

What matters for beginners who think they want to be writers is to find
out if they like the work.  To those of you already write regularly, this
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may seem like an obvious insight.  Evidence would suggest
otherwise.

For those of you who think you would like to be writers, but who don't
yet know if you like to write, here is my recommendation -- find out.
Writing is not an easy way to make money, nor is it the quick path to
fame and fortune.  It is hard, occasionally frustrating, frequently lonely
work.  It is a LOT of work -- a single novel requires months and in
some instances years of focus and dedication,  and once completed
may never sell.  And a single novel is just the first step in a career.
When you finish the first one, you start on the second.  And then the
third.  And then . . . repeat, steadily, for the rest of your life.

Having an agent is essential to a career writer.  Contracts pay the
bills, editors help you make your work as good as it can be.  But they
aren't the point.  They aren't what matters.  Ultimately, what matters
is the writing -- you with a story or an issue or a  theme you are
passionate, about, alone in a room with nothing but your hunger for
the words.  The right words.

If you do not love the words, the hunger, the hunt, go find something
that does make you hungry, and that feeds your hunger at the same
time.  Love writing if you want to be a writer, because that which you
will not do for love alone, you should never do for money.

Down that road lies bitterness and disillusionment.  And life is too
short to walk such an ugly road by choice.
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VViissiioonn
LLaazzeettttee  GGiiffffoorrdd,,  MMaannaaggiinngg  EEddiittoorr

Editor's Note: Gauging Success by Your Own Standards

My first published story appeared  in Jackhammer Ezine on July 19,
1999.  Since then I've sold another seventeen short stories and two
novels, and resold that first publication in a 'Best of' anthology.  That
should be success by anyone's standards.  However, even I found
myself saying to people, "It's (just) another Internet sale" with a silent
'just' implied in my tone.  Odd statement for someone who is actively
promoting the Internet as a young, but growing, medium for writers.
Did I think I hadn't been successful?

I would love to make a paper print sale -- novel or short story.  But
that doesn't discount the fact that I've sold well, made a little money,
and exchanged emails with several people who have enjoyed what I
wrote.  I've even had a couple very nice review mentions, and was
Ideomancer E-Zine's Author of the Month for April, 2001.

If that wasn't success, would I be any happier with a print sale -- just
because it was more money?  Because there might be more
readers?  Granted, both of those reasons have some appeal.
However, I finally realized that my longing to be in paper print was
based more on  the hope I would then be counted as successful by
those who still do not believe in the Internet as a market for fiction.

I am not going to be a best-selling New York Times List writer.  Some
people will always believe that I have failed to reach an important
goal by never making the list.  Should I still allow that to affect how I
feel about what I have done?  I will not be a top selling SF/Fantasy
author either.  Not every author in the genre is, after all. That doesn't
mean I'm not writing an occasional good story that some people
enjoy.
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So, here are my 'words of wisdom' for this issue: Don't let others
decide your goals and successes.  If you try to sell something
anywhere, and you do, that is a success.  You may have greater
successes later, but that doesn't make any sale unimportant. Decide
your goals, and don't be embarrassed when you make them.

I enjoy selling material on the Internet.  I'm happy with my sales.
There are  several good reasons to keep trying for paper publications,
including more money and larger readership.  And, yes, prestige.
Besides, any new market a writer breaks into is good for his career.
But for measuring success -- well, I stepped back and looked at those
twenty sales I've made in the last year and nine months.

You know, it looked remarkably like success to me.
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HHoollllyy  LLiissllee’’ss  WWoorrkksshhoopp

Deeper People – Putting Yourself into Your Characters

By Holly Lisle

 2001, Holly Lisle

A lot of fiction by beginning writers, and unfortunately a significant
amount of fiction by published writers, is plagued by paper people –
characters who never really come to life on the page.  The published
writers who still get away with this do so because they’ve learned to
tell a story so compelling that editors will buy from them anyway.
Beginners really don’t have that luxury, and paper people will kill a
sale as fast as anything.

Paper people fall into categories – and that is much of their problem.
You have Evil Villains, Oppressed Virginal Heroines, Naïve-But-
Stalwart Heroes, and Smart-Ass Sidekicks, among other common
types.  (Depending on genre, you’ll meet Hookers-With-Hearts-of-
Gold, Strong-But-Silent Sheriffs, Nubile-Young-Secretaries-Who-
Always-Think-They’re-Too-Thin, Brilliant-But-Distracted Scientists,
Ever-Dedicated Cops, and the inescapable Fearless Soldiers.)  You
recognize them as I list them, and can probably name as many
novels where they feature prominently as I can.

They’re recognizable at types, but they aren’t recognizable as people.
Real people have interests both broad and deep, friends and
enemies from as far back as when they were two years old, hobbies
that have absolutely nothing to do with their current Quest for the
Silver Nematode, and the occasional pet, favorite book, and favorite
song.  More than anything else, living characters have passions,
hungers and desires, and they aren’t all related to the story of the
moment.
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Flat characters begin and end with whatever they’re doing in the
story.

Here’s how to test your character to see if you have any hope of
breathing some life into him as he stands.  Write down the
characteristics he has to have to successfully complete the story
you’ve plotted out for him.  You’ll probably have things in there like
Intelligence, Deep knowledge of spaceship construction and
navigation, and The ability to fire weapons accurately even while
hanging upside-down by the ankles and with hands bound.

Hey, my characters can do some nifty things, too.  Part of the fun of
writing is writing people who are better at cool things than you are.

But if your character starts and ends with the things that will help him
get through his mission, you have created Yet Another Paper Person.
YAPP.  Bad.  YAPPs don’t sell books.

I’m going to show you the method I use to make my people real.  It
gets a bit personal – when I occasionally complain about writing
being like dancing naked on your rooftop, this is the part of writing
that most closely fits that description.  This takes some courage.  But
it works.

You’re going to put yourself into your characters.  Not just the public
things that you’re proud of, like having won the fifth-grade statewide
spelling bee, or being president of your graduating class and the
person voted Most Likely To – but the things you wish you never had
to admit to anyone, like the fact that you screwed up four marriages
and three of the four were almost entirely your own fault.  Or that fact
that you had a teenage pregnancy, and a teenage abortion.  Or
adoption.  The fact that you had an affair you never told anyone
about.  The stupid stuff, too, like the fact that you couldn’t carry a tune
on a stretcher with two paramedics helping you.  The fact that you
whistle “La Bamba” in the shower.  Like the fact that you absolutely,
positively refuse to look at your butt in a mirror, clothed or unclothed,
because you just hate it.  The fact that you wear glasses, or are
balding, or have dimples on your thighs and stretch marks from four
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pregnancies in which you frequently mistook yourself for the
Hindenburg.

This workshop is private.  There isn’t any place on the board to do it,
because in this voyage of discovery, you’re going to have to be
brutally honest – and you’ll do that better with no one looking over
your shoulder.  Don’t panic.  Once you’ve been honest, I’ll show you
how to lie to disguise the truth and still have it be true to the story.
First though, you have to be honest.

Here we go.

Part One of the Workshop

A. Write ten things about yourself that you think are fantastic –
things that you don’t think other people really appreciate
fully about you, or that they haven’t noticed, or that they
simply don’t know about.  Ten.  Really.

B. Write ten things about yourself that would embarrass you
terribly if anyone else knew about them.  These can be
things you have done, things you have wanted, things you
have thought, fantasies you have entertained, or secrets
you have been keeping.  Doesn’t matter.  The only thing
that matters is that you tell the truth.  If it doesn’t hurt and
make you uncomfortable to write each of these, you aren’t
digging deep enough.

C. Describe your body as honestly as you can – what you like
about it, what you hate about it, and what you hope no one
has noticed.

D. Describe five of the most wonderful moments of your life –
things you still look back on with pleasure and joy.

E. Describe five of the most painful moments of your life –
mistakes you’ve made, people you’ve hurt, things that you
will probably regret until you die.
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F. Write the ten things you are most passionate about.  These
can be religious, political, philosophical, personal, romantic
– these are your causes.  You can be in favor of them, or
against them, but they have to matter to you.  They don’t
have to be big; they just have to be yours.

Okay.  Enough soul-searching.  You’ll have to do this from time to
time, but if you’ve done the exercise honestly this time, you now have
enough goodies to give a whole novel or three full of characters some
resonance and depth.

Obviously, you are not going to transfer any of this stuff directly into
your novel.  You’re going to change it, transform it, invert it, spread it
out around a whole bunch of people who are not like you.  Yes, to do
good work, you have to put yourself into your writing, but no, you
don’t have to put yourself in recognizably.

Let’s say that one of the really tough-to-deal-with moments in your life
came when you caught your girlfriend of five years cheating on you
with her girlfriend.  Ouch.  You aren’t going to get over that one any
time soon.  You’ve spent time wondering what was wrong with you,
how many other people knew what was going on, if you were a
laughingstock, if she’d ever done this before, with whom . . . and
those questions aren’t going to go away.

So give them to one character.   Give them to a character who is
otherwise unlike you – different gender, or different sexual
orientation, or different interests.  Make the situation in which he or
she finds out about the cheating entirely different.  If you’re writing a
novel about a female vampire-hunting space captain, and she’s
carrying around these feelings of yours, they aren’t going to be your
feelings anymore.  They’ll be hers.  Give her relationship with the
cheater some backstory, make it as closely or distantly related to the
plot as you wish, but get it in there.  She has a life outside of chasing
vampires through space, and sometimes her anger at what this
person has done to her is going to find itself displace onto innocent
people who for one reason or another will remind her of the cheater.
This will affect, to greater or lesser degree, her movement through
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the story.  And it will, because it is personal and true – even if
disguised – resonate with your readers.

For you to be able to use the events from your own life effectively in
fiction, you must, then, do the following things:

1. Search out those events in your life that have meaning to
you;

2. Honestly explore how each of those events affected you;

3. Disguise the events and your reactions to them while still
maintaining their essential, emotional truth;

4. And give these altered events to your characters, both good
and bad, as part of their personal histories.

And a final, essential point.  If this isn’t hard for you to do, you aren’t
digging deep enough.  The things that matter are never easy.
Including the things that matter in your fiction, though, will help you
get sales, reach your readers, and write something that isn’t just the
next Paper Hero Goes on A Quest doorstop novel.  Say goodbye to
Evil Villains, Oppressed Virginal Heroines, Naïve-But-Stalwart
Heroes, and Smart-Ass Sidekicks forever.  Because once you put
yourself into your characters, they become Deeper People.  They
become real.
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FFeeaattuurree  AArrttiicclleess

Otherwhens: A Theory of Alternate History

By J. S. Burke

 2001, J. S. Burke

"The causes of events are ever more interesting than the events
themselves." --Cicero

According to one interpretation of quantum indeterminacy, each
possible outcome of an event is more than merely possible--it actually
happens, somewhere, in one of the countless worlds of a multiverse.
Somewhere, Al Gore took the Presidential oath of office on January
20th, 2001; and somewhere else, you died in a car crash yesterday.
World-to-world interference has seemingly been confirmed
experimentally at the micro-level, but physicists disagree over the
implications of this, most importantly over whether or not we could
visit or personally interact with so-called alternate worlds1.  But no
matter--SF readers have known the caverns and corridors of these
strange places, and their corresponding alternate histories, for years.
Where history in SF is concerned, tales of divergent pasts are
probably the most popular and well-known stories of all; and, in the
right hands, they can be some of the most powerful.  Brooding on
what might have been helps us see ourselves in perspective and
tickles a deep need in us to explore our existence as actors and
reactors beyond the narrow tunnel of what is actual or real; and, most
                                     
1 It's possible to draw a distinction between two different senses of the
term "alternate world."  First is that associated with a history whose causal
rules are identical to the known world's and whose events are merely
changed from what we know; the second sense assumes that the laws of
the universe are fundamentally different from ours--e.g., supernatural
magic works, dragons exist, etc.  I'm concentrating on the former sense of
"alternate" here.
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importantly, it reminds us that we both shape the world with our
choices and are in turn shaped by that world--imagine you're Nikita
Khrushchev and what your life would be like if you hadn't backed
down in the autumn of 1962.

An alternate history is, succinctly, a writer positing that some known
event or events in the past occurred differently than they really did for
us, therefore altering subsequent causally related events.  The end
result is a present-day setting for a story that's often radically
changed from what we know (or knew, for alternate history stories set
in the past, or think we'll know, for those set in the future).

Suspension of Disbelief

For a reader, suspension of disbelief is the first hurdle when he's
embarking on a tour of an alternate history.  If you, as the writer, tell
him that the Germans and Japanese won World War II, he'll be
skeptical at first--after all, they didn't, and there are good reasons why
they lost.  The key to getting the reader to suspend disbelief lies in
that last sentence: good reasons.  Reasons make the difference
between a plausible alternate history and an absurd one.  If you go
back and look, e.g., you'll find that one big reason why the Allies won
was America's megalithic industrial capacity--the Axis powers couldn't
compete with it in the long run.  Over the course of the conflict, U.S.
factories churned out an astounding 75,000 tanks, 300,000 planes,
6500 naval ships and over 2 million heavy machine-guns--while Hitler
and Tojo considered themselves lucky that their soldiers had
sufficient ammunition and their mechanized units had gasoline.  The
solution?  An obvious one is to somehow cripple American industry,
to level the battlefield; and this is a distinct possibility: in 1944 and
1945, the Japanese launched around 9000 balloon-bombs at the
U.S.'s west coast . . . and one of them nearly caused disaster at Los
Alamos, where the first atomic weapons were under development.
Eliminate nearly, and you could have a Chernobyl-style wreck in the
New Mexico desert; consider what this might have done to the
country--physically, economically and socially--and you're on your
way to toppling the American war effort.
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Points of Divergence

The above scenario--that a Japanese balloon-bomb could have
helped the Axis powers win World War II--contains two points of
divergence.  A point of divergence is the place where real recorded
history leaves off and an alternate history begins.  The most obvious,
and biggest, is the Axis victory; but going back an order of causation,
there's another--that a balloon-bomb wrecked the U.S.'s war-effort,
which in turn helped cause the Axis to triumph.  Theoretically, the
orders of causation in an historical chain stretch back in time to
infinity--therefore, to show an alteration in one event, it's necessary to
posit differences in other previous events or states that caused the
event you're wanting to present as changed.  What this means, boiled
down, is that what you call your major point of divergence (e.g.,
Germany and Japan won) is rather arbitrary; for, traveling back in
your timeline, you'll inevitably find other points of divergence that
don't agree with real history because those divergent points are
causally necessary for your major point to be.  In the most
fundamental sense, you can never create an alternate history that's
different from ours in only one or two respects; given that the past
causes the present (a safe historical assumption)2, the divergent
causal chain that led to the Axis victory stretches back as far as time
does.

In practice, however, it's generally necessary to go back only two or
three orders of causation from your major point of divergence; this is
often sufficient to convince the reader to suspend his disbelief.  In the
above example, bringing in the Japanese balloon-bombs is step one;
saying that a balloon-bomb hit Los Alamos because a storm nudged
it on-target completes the justification for your alternate history.  You
                                     
2 In formal terms, history is deterministic but unpredictable, like weather
systems.  I.e., all historical events are caused by previous events, but you
cannot, given a set of perfect and complete facts about the present point in
time, predict what will be the case in 10, 20 or a 100 years.  Some historians
claim this is merely because the "laws of history" (analogous to the laws of
physics) aren't known; if only we knew them, they say, we could apply
them to present day data and foretell the future accurately.  I have serious
reservations about this thesis, in particular how the so-called "laws of
history" could ever be discovered.
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could push back further, and talk about the causal origins of the
storm, but what's the point?  You've satisfied the reader that you're
not an idiot, and it's time to move on to other matters.

The Consequences of Divergence

The alternate history story takes place in a present-day setting that is
the result of a set of past events that diverge from recorded history.
In a previous article, I suggested some techniques for developing
such a setting for  future histories; the same advice applies here:

There are roughly two ways of approaching the construction of a
history: (1) Begin with a "present-day" setting and work backwards to
the events that caused the setting; or (2) Build a history first, then
allow it to lead causally to a "present-day" setting.  Both are equally
useful, and they're not mutually exclusive.  E.g., you can start with a
setting, then work back to establish its causal events; then throw in a
few random happenings, follow where they lead, then adjust your
initial setting to suit.

Also in that article, I suggested that the actual past be used as
inspiration for fictional history.  Here are some examples of how that
might work for alternate histories:

(1)  Major point of divergence (borrowed from Damon M. Lord's work-
in-progress): the infamous Morgenthau Plan is instituted in post-
World-War-II Germany instead of the Marshall Plan.  Result: lorded
over indefinitely by the Allied powers, Germany winds up as an
agricultural nation torn asunder into separate states, with the people
longing for reunification.  In real history, Germany was split into East
and West, and, later, those revolutionaries dedicated to reunion used
the churches as a cover for their activities.  The Morgenthau
revolutionaries would probably likewise find religion a convenient
blanket.

(2)   Major point of divergence: Japan wins in the Pacific Theater of
World War II.  Result: the Greater East-Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere
stretches from Manchuria to the Solomon Islands for decades.  To
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determine how the Japanese victors might run their conquered
territories, look to their chief war-aim: to secure natural resources and
markets for their products.  Ever since Japan industrialized in the late
19th century, it had lusted for plentiful and cheap resources that would
help sustain its growth and technology; more than likely, Japan would
have mined and worked its poorer provinces into the ground (as it
actually did Manchuria) and flooded the markets of their richer
colonies with Japanese-made goods.

(3)   Major point of divergence: the U.S. never ratifies the
Constitution.  Result: the Confederation soon breaks apart into
completely independent countries, never to be united.  A roughly
similar scenario happened with the legendary Simón Bolívar  in South
America: in 1824, after he defeated the last of the Spanish viceroys in
the battles of Junín and Ayacucho, South America was ripe for a
confederation, which, in time, may have evolved into a federal union
like the U.S.  But the great Spanish-American alliance that Bolívar
dreamed of wasn't to be: he called a congress that met at Panama
City in 1826, but few of the nations he'd helped liberate attended;
and, worse, there was irreconcilable argument among the debaters
present and none of the agreements that the congress promulgated
were ever ratified.  Because of this failure, and various other
problems, South America remained nationally divided.  A closer look
into Bolívar's military and political exploits would provide much fodder
for an alternate history of a fractured North America.

(4)  Major point of divergence: Douglas MacArthur is elected
President of the U.S. in 1952 instead of Eisenhower.  Result: the
Korean War is accelerated and China is a-bombed and invaded, just
as MacArthur had demanded be done before Truman fired him; but
the Chinese peasantry, in love with Communist Mao, fight a guerrilla
war against the occupying Americans.  An obvious real parallel here
is the Vietnam War: increase the U.S.'s military commitment and
casualties tenfold or more, and spread the conflict over the whole
Chinese mainland instead of a tiny peninsula, and you'd have a good
idea of how it might turn out.

(5)  Major point of divergence: the atomic bomb, whose foundation
principle was known in 1905, is developed by German scientists in
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1915.  Result: the Central Powers win World War I after nuking
London and Paris.  In our world, those nations in possession of the a-
bomb in the late 1940s--the U.S. and the Soviet Union--were assured
superpower military status; this most likely would have been the case
for the German and Austro-Hungarian Empires.  As well, given that
those countries were monarchies, it's probable that democracy would
have waned in Europe, with people like Kaiser Wilhelm and Franz
Josef calling the international shots.  The re-establishment of the
French crown and the British Commons bowing to George V,
anyone?

(6)  Major point of divergence: Charlemagne establishes lasting
imperial institutions after he's crowned emperor in 800.  Result:
Europe doesn't break up ultimately into nation-states after
Charlemagne's death.  Imperial China is a good example of this
scenario: the empire remained united for centuries and constantly
fought to push back invaders along its borders.  If Charlemagne's
plan to unite Europe had succeeded, the continent would likely have
ended up as a huge, lazy empire uninterested in exploration or wide-
scale advancement, similar to China.  (Most significantly, this means
Western science as we know it doesn't flourish.  Why not?  Because
it takes a certain kind of society to develop a general lust for science
and technology, and Europe in our world was the perfect area for it.
The major reason was competition: the middle-sized European states
were in constant rivalry and each had enough resources to compete.
Remove the division and rivalry, and you remove the impetus for
advancement.)

Big dangers when constructing a timeline or determining a present-
day setting are these: (1) positing a present that's just like ours
except for one or two differences, or (2) positing a past from the
major point of divergence to the present that's basically like ours with
only minor variations.  These are absurd because a single event
touches many others; and, moreover, your major point of divergence
is likely to involve a significant global event, which means its causal
reach extends beyond the norm.  Errors like these tend to follow from
an author who's unsure of his historical knowledge, the lack of which
makes him timid and want to hew to real history as much as possible,
for fear of getting something wrong.  But take heart: there are no right
or wrong alternate pasts--only likely and unlikely, justified and
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unjustified.  Pay attention to historical processes and regularities, but
don't throw a Korean War in after your Axis victory just because you
don't know how else to fill up the early 1950s in your timeline.

The Alternate History Narrative

Finally, we come to the alternate history story itself.  What exactly do
you want the story to be about?

There's an adage that all fiction is about people, and this is true in the
sense that fiction is experienced through characters and that we read
it to take part in other lives vicariously; but alternate history presents
us with another dimension of "aboutness"--does your story illuminate
merely
a piece of an altered past in isolation or that altered past as a whole?
To understand, consider your alternate world and history as a
character unto itself, a sort of uber-persona.  With that in mind,
realize that a story can do one of two things with a character: use him
momentarily, or use him up.  We can witness a single slice of the
character's life and be left with the feeling that there are more
adventures to come, or we can see the Ultimate Event of his life,
where he's either destroyed or once and for all resolves his central
existential concerns.  Steven Brust's Vlad Taltos series is an example
of the former--there's always one more romp around the corner in the
next book; 1984 is the latter--on the final page, with Winston under
Big Brother's thumb once again, Winston's quest that drives the book
is at an end: he's been utterly defeated, and there's nothing more to
tell about him.

Though not a perfect analogy, what an alternate history story is about
can be thought of in these terms.  You can write a slice-of-life tale set
in your alternate world, focusing on just a limited penumbra of the
setting and people therein, while giving only a nod to the larger past.
If you zero in on emotionally powerful elements, this kind of story is
especially effective at evoking a sharp "Wow, I'm sure glad we
avoided that!" or "Damn, why couldn't that have happened?" reaction
in the reader.  The second approach, and my favorite, is the story that
uses up its alternate history--the narrative presents the final
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resolution of the causal chain and thematic concerns of the divergent
past that it's built upon.  The Morgenthau revolutionaries reunite the
German states at last and wrestle free of the Allies; the Greater East-
Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere is defeated by a stronger, more
benevolent power; the German and Austro-Hungarian Empires go to
war with the new industrial giant of America to determine the future of
democracy on Europe--when these tales are over, you feel the
closure: it's the end of an era.  History will roll on afterwards, of
course, but a new chapter must be opened with fresh themes and
fresh problems.

Some Examples of Good Alternate Histories

Here is my own short list of the greats in alternate history; some are
classics, others are fairly new.
If you plan on writing in the sub-genre, it would be a good idea to be
familiar with these books and their authors.  In particular, I enjoy
Harry Turtledove; he's the top living alternate history writer and
stands among the best of all time.

The Year Before Yesterday by Brian Aldiss

The Man in the High Castle by Philip K. Dick

Roads Not Taken: Tales of Alternate History
edited by Gardner Dozois and Stanley Schmidt

The Two Georges by Richard Dreyfuss and Harry Turtledove

Fatherland by Robert Harris

Procurator by Kirk Mitchell

Worldwar: In the Balance by Harry Turtledove

How Few Remain by Harry Turtledove
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FFeeaattuurree  AArrttiicclleess

Blunting the Knife

By Alison Sinclair

 2001, Alison Sinclair

A while ago at one of the annual Canada Book Days, I discussed
revision with a man who said wistfully that when he started to polish
his work, he polished and polished until he found himself left with
"merely a handful of dust."    One woman I know longs to write, but
cannot progress beyond the first paragraph because of her inability to
be satisfied by her own words.   And another has a novel she has
been writing and rewriting for ten or more years.   Each draft pleases
her as little as the last.

In her book Silences (a terrifying read for any writer), Tillie Olsen
adds up the years lost to writing -- and the writers lost to writing --
from the external and internal forces she calls silencers.   This
includes the one Louise Bogan called "the knife of the perfectionist
attitude in life and art."

As a sixteen-year-old I wrote longhand, working each paragraph over
and over again before adding it to my fair copy.    Sometimes I
became discontented with the fair copy, marked it up, and recopied
the whole.    2,500 words was a long story for me.    Later, the knife
cut more deeply.    Mainstream writing was ascendant, whereas my
bent lay towards science fiction.   For several years I lived a double
life, my writing self split at the root.    A friend and I shared authorship
of a long, shaggy space opera whose writing amounted to an
addiction.    On my own I scrawled tedious short stories modelled on
what was being published by the literary magazines and small
presses of the day.    The space opera, though full of life, was
undisciplined and unpublishable;  I hardly thought of it as writing, and
made no effort to develop my craft through it.    The mainstream
stories were simply dreadful.
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Reclaiming my creative territory was a process that took years,
marked by some distinctive turning points.    Banff Centre School of
Fine Arts summer school was one.   Banff instructors taught the
freefall method, wherein we had to spend time every day for three
weeks hammering out whatever occurred to us on typewriters too
primitive to have error correction -- no exercises, no set pieces, no
assignments, nothing.    Natalie Goldberg describes a form of freefall
in Writing Down the Bones -- a book I would highly recommend to
any writer paralysed by the knife. She advocates writing in longhand,
whereas for me the transition to the keyboard was an essential part of
my liberation.    Quite simply, the ability to produce more words in the
same time meant that individual words or even individual phrases
were less precious.    And I could make my false starts evaporate
with the touch of a key.

Another process which began with Banff, and is ongoing, was the
discovery of community.    I worked for years in virtual isolation apart
from my one collaborator/friend and our shared fantasy space
opera?.    Banff was my first experience of having people listen with
respect as I began to articulate what was non-mainstream about my
imagination.    I have actively sought out those people since.

Later, there were my editors.     One of my powerful internal censors
took the form of 'the worldly adult,' whose task it is to remind me of
my childish unworldliness.    In my first book I had committed the
solecism (at least in the modern literary climate) of writing a
manuscript with a good man at the centre, and I dreaded having to
defend my unrealistic characterization.    So the most important
sentence in the editorial notes for Legacies was the observation,
"Lian is a secular saint."   I released a long held breath.   She
approved.

Nevertheless, perfectionism cost me years of work.   It delayed my
development and gave me the sense of my own mortality as a writer.
I know how completely I can lose myself and my writing.    So,
perfectionism is the enemy.   Outwrite it -- try freefall, on a typewriter
with no correction key, or in permanent ink in the cheapest scribbler
you can find, if you are hampered by the sense of defacing paper (I
have a crate full of notebooks too beautiful for my scrawl). If you are
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accustomed to longhand, type, if accustomed to typing, write.    Go
for volume; don't reread;  don't look back.    Read biographies of
writers;  even better, read their notebooks and journals.    Find out
just how much unpublished and unpublishable material they
produced on their way to writing those seamless final versions, and
learn how they blunted the knife.    Recognize a hostile environment
when you find yourself in one -- one in which writing, or your type of
writing, is considered worthless.    If you cannot negotiate, escape.
Seek out the company of your own kind.  Take a writing course, go
on a retreat, participate in an on-line forum.   Resist the urging
(external or internal) that claims writing is only worth spending time
on if ... if it's literary, if it's published, if it earns money. Study your
own work patterns, and work with them as much as your situation
allows.    There is no 'right way' to write, and running counter to your
own physical and mental rhythms is one sure way to make work
harder than it should be.    Above all, recognize that paralysis is
neither natural nor healthy for a writer, even when it masquerades as
virtue.
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FFeeaattuurree  AArrttiicclleess

Reporting for Fiction: Where to Find Original Detail

By Katherine Derbyshire

 2001, Katherine Derbyshire

In this age of the Internet, it’s reasonable to believe that all the
background information any writer could ever need is out there,
somewhere. Given patience and a good reference librarian, writers
should never lack for facts to add color to their worlds.

It’s a comforting illusion, but it isn’t true. The original details that make
fictional worlds come to life can’t (always? be found in books. No
matter how much time you spend researching mortar composition
and the compressive strength of brick, you’ll never understand the
satisfaction the bricklayer feels as a wall climbs steadily upward.

Unless you ask. As a reporter, I’ve found that people love to talk
about themselves and their work. Give them half a chance, and they’ll
gladly share all the funny anecdotes and obscure trivia that their
friends and family don’t want to hear anymore. The problem, usually,
is figuring out how to get out of the conversation once you have all
the information you need. To preserve as much of your time for
writing as you can, make sure you know whom you want to talk to
and what you need to know before you pick up the phone.

Whom to talk to

Selecting an interview subject is subtler than it seems. After all, if you
want to know about heart disease, you try to set up an interview with
the chief cardiologist at the nearest hospital, right?
Not necessarily. Dr. Cardiologist can certainly tell you about the latest
treatments, but you can usually get that from other sources. Unless
he’s had a heart attack himself, though, he can’t tell you about the
crushing chest pain or the fear. On the other hand, a heart attack
survivor can’t necessarily tell you about the moment when a
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surgically repaired heart starts pumping on its own again. Decide
what you need to know as precisely as you can.

How to find them

Next, you can decide who has the information you need. Identify the
type of person you need to talk to—heart surgeons, heart attack
survivors, or families of survivors? Then think about ways to get in
touch with specific individual people.

If you’re planning to portray a specific job title in a more or less
positive light, your job is easy. Simply call a local organization that
hires that job title, ask for the public relations office, and explain what
you want. Be sure to explain that you’re working on a novel and won’t
be quoting anyone directly, and show that you’ve done your
homework by having a list of specific questions ready. There’s an
excellent chance that the PR person will know exactly whom you
should talk to, and will even help you set up the interview.
If your portrayal is going to be mostly negative, or if the person or
information is more obscure, you’ll need to be more creative. The
details will depend on what you’re trying to find, but a few general
principles may help you get started.

First, look at organized groups dealing with the subject you’re after. A
local athletic club might help you get in touch with marathon runners.
A local university’s anthropology or materials science department
could help you find people who are duplicating traditional bronze
smiths’ methods. If you can’t find an exact match, find an organization
that’s close.

Second, network as much as you can. Ask your own doctor to help
you find a talkative cardiologist. Ask your neighbor who runs if he
knows any marathoners. Ask the museum where you volunteer to put
you in touch with the curator for Central American bronzes.

Remember, though, that networking is about relationships. Don’t drop
your neighbor like a dirty sweat sock if he can’t help you. Stay and
talk about running. Listen. You may get useful background
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information anyway. More important, you’ll make a friend and help
smooth the path for the next curious writer who comes along.

Finally, always explain what you’re looking for and why. Detailed
questions make it easier for other people to help you. An expert might
suggest completely different answers to your plot problem, saving
you hours of research. Explain you’re working on a novel, and people
won’t be disappointed when a story about them isn’t in the local paper
the next week.

How to conduct the interview

Anyway, say you’ve found an archaeologist who’s built a replica of a
West Mexican bronze forge. He’s thrilled that you’re interested in his
work, and he’d love to talk to you. Now what?

If you’re geographically close to your interview subject, try to set up a
face-to-face meeting. A visit to his workplace or home would be ideal,
allowing you to see whatever it is he’s explaining. Even a chat over
coffee (which you pay for, by the way) lets you see his eyes light up
or his face get tight. You’ll get a much better sense of the emotional
content of the situation in a personal interview.

Second, remember to be prepared and have a list of questions. You
don’t need to be an expert, but the more background you have the
more smoothly the conversation will go. If you already know why
bronze is easier to make than steel, you’ll be able to move on to the
similarities between West Mexican and Peruvian bronzes. The more
knowledge you have, the more interest you’ll be able to project, and
the more enthusiasm you’ll get in return.

Third, set a time limit, and always stick to it. Respect the value of the
other person’s time, and they’ll be much more helpful if you need to
call them again. If the conversation is going wonderfully well, you can
always schedule a second appointment.

Finally, send a thank you note. If you promised a copy of the story or
book, send it as well, even if it doesn’t come out for three years. If
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you promised to introduce the West Mexican archaeologist to your
neighbor who runs, do so.

What to do with all the material

If you’ve followed all of my advice so far, you now have fifteen pages
of notes on West Mexican bronze forging, including three paragraphs
describing the smell of molten metal and the sound of hammers
striking a stone anvil. All of which gets cut down to two sentences in
the scene where your hero gets his armor mended.

That’s okay. As with any world building, the details add depth and
color even if they don’t appear on the page. You needed all fifteen
pages of notes to know exactly which two sentences to include.
Even better, you have now done more than enough research for a
non-fiction article about bronze working. It might appear in
Archaeology, or Smithsonian, or the house magazine of your
subject’s university, or all three.

Selling non-fiction is much too involved a subject to go into here. In
general, there is more demand for article-length non-fiction than for
story-length fiction, and rates are generally much better. Writer’s
Market caters primarily to non-fiction writers and is an excellent place
to start.

When repurposing an interview in this way, however, you must
contact your subject and explain that you also want to use the
material in an article. Many people will say things off the record that
they will not repeat for publication. If you publicly embarrass your
subject, there’s an excellent chance that you’ll get sued. You might
lose, too, because you lied about the purpose of the interview. At
best, responsible editors will blackball you, your source will spread
the word, and future interviews will be more difficult to arrange. You
won’t get much sympathy from other writers, either. That kind of
unethical behavior poisons the well for everyone.  Many thousands of
words have been written about reporting and interviewing. This article
is just a sample, but I hope it’s enough to help you make your stories
come alive.
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FFeeaattuurree  AArrttiicclleess

Making Dreams into Reality

By Jennifer St. Clair Bush

 2001, Jennifer St. Clair Bush

Ever since I was thirteen years old, my goal in life has been to be a
full-time writer. Over the years, as I stubbornly held onto this goal, I
would sometimes get sidetracked by other things (as life sidetracks
us all). But in essence the Dream remained whole: an untouched,
impossible star too high up in the sky for me to reach.

I'm a fairly pessimistic person, you see. In my heart of hearts I deeply
believed that I would not ever get a book published; that my Dream
would remain a Dream for the rest of my life and I would fail.

But I wrote and wrote and wrote, and told everyone about my Dream.
I got some really good advice from certain favorite authors of mine
(among them our own Holly Lisle), and tried to take their words to
heart. 'Never give up' was the most oft-repeated phrase, and I stuck it
over the doubts brewing in my heart and tried to pretend they didn't
exist.

It worked to a point, but when Real Life intruded and I couldn't pay
the bills because my husband and I didn't make enough money, or
something else went wrong, those doubts crushed the 'Never Give
Up' pledge to dust and danced for joy inside of my mind.

But I still wrote, almost every day. I let writing be my balm against the
world, my sanity, I suppose. I even managed to get a couple short
stories published, which dispelled the doubts for a little while. But my
life wasn't going very well, my job wasn't going very well, and I had no
luck finding a new one.   But I still wrote.

After almost a year of not finishing anything, I completed a rather
difficult novel . I made a couple New Year's Resolutions--one of them
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to have a book contract by the end of the year -- and I sent Second
Coming out at the end of January.

Imagine my surprise when less than a month later I received in my
inbox this:

Dear Jennifer,

I am pleased to inform you that The Fiction Works would like to
offer a contract for print rights for your novel, SECOND
COMING.

I thought it had to be a mistake. I'd just started rereading the book
and I had found so many mistakes that I'd missed the first time
around that I was embarrassed to have let it seen the light of day,
especially since I had sent it to a publisher.

I reread the email. I started to smile. Then I started to cry. By the time
I called my mom at work, I was blubbering too hard for her to figure
out what I was trying to say.

See, deep down in my heart, I've always believed that I would never
get a book published. That I wasn't good enough. That the teachers
and everyone who told me I would never succeed had been right.
Well, they were wrong. For about a week after that (after
disappointing my little sister Jessica who really wanted to hear that I
was pregnant), I walked around in a daze, grinning occasionally for
no reason at all. I kept having to remind myself that I could no longer
say When I publish a book, but Now that I have published a book. I
couldn't quite fit my mind around the fact that someone wanted to buy
something I had written.

And then I started to get doubts again. What if this would be the only
book I ever published? What if no one liked it? What if it was a
complete and utter flop?
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So I retaliated by sending out the YA fantasy I wrote during the
January/February Writing Dare to an e-publisher. I thought The Tenth
Ghost would make a great e-book, and I wanted to be a member of
EPIC (The Electronically Published Internet Connection
http://www.eclectics.com/epic/index.html).

So I sent The Tenth Ghost to Bookmice.com. About a week later, I
received a note that they were running late and it might be a little
while before they could read my submission. So I pretty much forgot
about it for a week and concentrated on editing Second Coming.

Five days later, while in chat, I received this in my inbox:

Thank you for submitting your manuscript for evaluation by
Bookmice.com and/or McGraw Publishing. I have read enough
to tell you we would be delighted to accept it for publication.

Those of you who were there can well attest my absolute mind-
numbing shock.

This time, when I called my Mom to tell her, she refused to guess
what my good news was (I think my sister infected her). When I told
her I had sold another book, she said, "Struggling authors don't sell
two books in a month!"

Which is true. Granted, I haven't made millions or anything on either
of them, but you know what? That's not the point.

The point is, I have a Dream. It's a dream shared by many people
here in the Forward Motion Writers' Community--to write full-time. To
be able to support myself by doing what I love.

A lot of people have Dreams, but they abandon them when the going
gets tough, or when their Dream doesn't end up the way they
expected. Many people are so afraid that they will fail in their Dreams
that they don't even make that first attempt. And still others let the
doubts destroy their Dreams.

http://www.eclectics.com/epic/index.html
http://www.bookmice.com/
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I'm here to pass on some advice. If you have a Dream like mine, and
it seems too far into the future to ever reach, remember to believe in
yourself. That comes first. After belief, have faith in your Dream. Have
faith that you can make it happen.

And never give up.
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FFeeaattuurree  AArrttiicclleess

Fear and Crisis: What Does It Feel Like?

By Michael E. Norman

 2001, Michael E. Norman

As writers, we try to make the reader feel the emotions in the words
we write. However, how can a reader feel the chaos of battle or the
adrenaline of crisis if we ourselves have never felt it? As a firefighter,
I know just how chaotic a crisis situation can be, and as a soldier I
have a good understanding of the dangers of combat.

We have all read, especially in fantasy and science fiction, detailed
scenes of warfare and combat. How do we give the reader a feel for
the chaos inherent to combat and crisis?

First, we have to remember just what happens in these situations.
Let's take a battle for instance. Even the best-laid battle plans go to
hell when the fighting actually starts. Murphy's Law goes haywire and
the battle never happens just as it was planned.

Men break and run, chaos rules, and unforeseen events just take
over. The trick is to give the reader that feeling of chaos, but at the
same time, give the scene structure so he can follow it.

In a crisis situation, such as fighting fires, the same holds true. No
two emergency situations are ever the same, even if the basics are
the same. What will the fire do? Is the victim stable enough this time
to pull from the car? Is anyone in the burning house(I had to change
this--the vision of someone on fire in the house was just too strong...),
or is it clear? These are just a few questions we ask ourselves during
a crisis.
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In combat, we ask questions like: Is the person beside me protecting
my blindspot? Is the enemy breaking through the flank? Are there
snipers out there waiting for a clear shot?

Now we have to figure out just what happens to the main character in
these situations. They will experience the adrenaline rush, dry mouth,
quick breathing, and the constant worry that the next thing they do
could cause death or injury to someone else.

It is difficult to put these feelings on paper when you have not faced
the possible death of the victim, or yourself in real life. So how do we
write these scenes convincingly?

I'll tell you how it works for me. Remember, even the most
experienced veteran feels fear in combat. The difference between a
veteran and someone who is going through his first battle or crisis is
how he deals with it.

As I write the scene, I try to think of a time when I was truly scared.
Think about standing up to a bully when you were younger, or asking
a girl or guy out that you liked. What about standing in front of a
group of people for the first time and giving a speech or a class?
Immerse yourself in that feeling.   Was there  a metallic taste in your
mouth? Your pulse pounding? Your hands shaking from the
adrenaline and your breathing quickening? A million things running
through your mind that could go wrong? That twisting feeling in your
gut, and the sudden urge to relieve yourself?

If you think about these things, and experience them as you're writing
the scene, the reader will feel them with you. As writers, we write
what we feel. Even our fiction has elements of truth about ourselves,
and we give pieces of ourselves to the reader every time we write.
Let them taste fear in their mouth and feel their pulses quicken. They
will not feel it as strongly as you do, but the sensation will be there,
and the reader will experience some of the emotions you have.
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Now, I know that thinking of something that frightens you is not
always comfortable, but I have found that it helps me to deal with my
fears. After writing the scene, I look at what I wrote and think: "Well if
he can get through it, so can I." After all, aren't our main characters
just a part of ourselves? You may deal with it a little differently, but in
essence, you may sit back and say; "My problem does not seem so
bad anymore."

The trick is to show the reader what you are feeling, and so many
times, we muddle through a scene and try to think of what it is like.
However, we can be much more convincing to the reader if we
actually feel what we write.

So sit down and think of your greatest fear and then write about it.
Then sit back and be satisfied that not only did you write a great
scene, but that when it comes down to it, fear is nothing more than a
feeling that can be controlled and conquered. Happy writing.
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FFaannttaassyy
SSaarraahh  JJaannee  EElllliiootttt,,  AAssssoocciiaattee  EEddiittoorr,,  FFaannttaassyy

RReelliiggiioonnss  IInn  FFaannttaassyy::  AA  TTrriiaadd  ooff  VViieewwss

Mother Is the Name for God

By Bryn Neuenschwander

 2001, Bryn Neuenschwander

You know her; you've seen her a thousand times.  She is young,
mature, and old -- a Maiden, a Mother, and a Crone.  She is identified
with the moon and the earth, with birth, death, and rebirth.  She is a
mother and, sometimes, a destroyer.

But she's not the only possibility out there.

This model of the goddess is a familiar one.  She shows up in a lot of
recent fantasy.  Her roots are both old and new; she is a principal
figure in modern Wicca and neopaganism, but her origins are
commonly placed far back in the prehistory of mankind.

Do you have to use her, though?  Not necessarily.  Nothing says that
your goddess has to be all-encompassing.  If you've worked through
the theology of your world to the point where you have decided that
all divinities are just manifestations of the same Divine, that's fine.  If
not, though, why not allow your deities, male and female alike, to
diversify?  One goddess does not have to do all the work by herself.

A bewildering array of possibilities exist in the real world; reading
outside of the familiar realm of classical mythology will soon reveal
them.  They form so rich a tapestry that forming any system to
classify them is impossible, but I will try to explore at least a few of
the symbolic links that might offer rich worldbuilding and story seeds.

mailto:dolphin_girl@hollylisle.com
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Since childbearing is an activity characteristic of women specifically, I
shall start there.  Sometimes childbirth is treated as a supremely holy
act, but those hunter-gatherer groups still extant today often view it in
a far different light.  For them, the act of birth is powerful, but
extremely dangerous.  They form elaborate taboos around the event,
and around menstruation as well, designed to contain the volatile and
often impure forces thus released.  Archaeological evidence bears
out the idea that similar behaviors existed among other such groups
in the past.  Childbirth may not be a glorious event; in fact, it may be
downright frightening.  This should logically be reflected in the
religion; hunter-gatherers may have specific women's deities who
must be propitiated in order to avert disaster for the tribe as a whole.

Does this power over human fertility carry over into the agricultural
domain?  Not necessarily.  The culture you invent can view the soil as
being equivalent to a womb, but it's not at all required.  Some groups
associate a goddess with the moisture (rivers, rain, etc.) that makes
farming possible.  You can even turn it on its head, if you like, and
create a destructive goddess who needs to be kept away from the
crops, lest the harvest fail.  I'm not aware of any specific examples of
this in the real world, but that's what imagination is for.  You can
associate your goddess with water instead of earth, or with air, or fire
-- anything that suits your story.  Think about the ramifications this
might have for the society, and run with them; the story possibilities
abound.

Sexuality need not be linked with fertility, either.  In fact, the African
societies that practice female circumcision often do so precisely with
the dual goal of promoting fertility (appropriate) while preventing
sexuality (inappropriate).  Your prostitute-goddess need not be a
mother as well; maybe she stands in direct opposition to the mother-
goddess.  And where does the god fall, in that situation?  By setting
up tensions between different goddesses, you can create a wide
variety of religious dynamics, which may spill over into secular life.
Perhaps the standard for men in your society is to keep a wife for
children and a concubine for fun, and the two should never swap
domains.  Or perhaps the people devalue sexuality entirely, beyond
its necessary use for procreation.
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Then there's the other end of sexuality and fertility: death.
Goddesses of this aspect appear in many mythologies, and their
association with death can take on any number of forms, from final
peace to rampaging destruction.  Hel of the Norse rules the
underworld domain, and takes in all the dead save for those warriors
that go to Valhalla.  Persephone lives in Hades against her will, and
her disappearance is associated with the seasonal cycle.  Ereshkigal
imprisoned Inanna in the underworld for quite some time, giving
Sumerian mythology two separate goddesses linked with death.  The
Morrígan in Ireland is a war-goddess; she is not generally a warrior,
but in the form of a raven she oversees and sometimes provokes
battles.  Goddesses who actually take up arms and fight are
somewhat rarer, but the valkyries of Norse myth were known to swing
a blade from time to time, and Kali and Durga in India both
slaughtered entire hordes of demons (and would have gone on from
there had the other gods not stopped them).  Given appropriate social
conditions, a goddess with an axe is not outside the realm of
possibility.

She especially might take on a protective aspect.  Although
goddesses may not always be associated with the soil in a womb
metaphor, they are often linked to the land; both Japan (Amaterasu)
and Ireland (Eriu, Banba, and Fotla) are symbolized by goddesses.  It
could be entirely appropriate for such a deity to defend her country,
by any means necessary -- magical, military, or even political.  The
Irish trio are examples of sovereignty goddesses, whose blessing is
needed to validate the king's rule.  This can even take the form of a
sacred marriage -- an event which offers all manner of potential for
interesting ritual.

And then there's art, without which none of us would be spending our
time writing.  Brigid of Ireland was a source of inspiration to poets.
The Muses oversaw a broad range of artistic endeavors.  Where
does creativity come from in your society?  How is it transmitted?

Returning to the domestic sphere, some less imposing deities
emerge.  Certain societies (the Romans in particular) had countless
minor divinities responsible for the daily routines of life; these gods
and goddesses did not take on the grand mythological status of
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Jupiter or Venus, but they were an integral part of the way people
lived.  From the household gods of the Romans to the nature spirits
of Shinto, everything can be embodied with a kind of divinity.  These
forces can watch over places (the Russian domovoi and the house),
events (marriage or betrothal), items (Cardea, the Roman goddess of
door-hinges), creatures (North Eurasian animal spirits) or activities
(weaving, cooking, etc).  Worship could take the form of a quick
prayer or a song, or perhaps a small offering of incense or warm milk.
Touches like this can hint at hours of painstaking worldbuilding --
including those you haven't done.

There is nothing inherently wrong with an all-encompassing goddess
who, in her various aspects, rules over all these domains.  However,
such a deity may or may not be the right one for your story.  These
symbolic links are just a few of the building blocks you can use to
create a colorful goddess who might add more vitality to your society.
They need not remain in total isolation; playing mix-and-match can
produce with some vivid possibilities.  Perhaps creative inspiration is
associated with sexuality, and there's a whole class of prostitutes
who play Muse to the culture's artists.  Or maybe the local tutelary
goddess is also a deity of death; people's spirits are assimilated into
the land itself when they die.  You can brainstorm spheres of power,
write them up on cards, and pick at random, then try to combine the
results.  Doing so may strain your brain, but sometimes a stretch is
good.
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Giving Depth to Fantasy Religions

By Peggy Kurilla

 2001, Peggy Kurilla

We live in an agnostic age.  Although 90% of Americans profess a
belief in God, actual church attendance is declining, suggesting that
religion is not an important part of most people’s lives.  Throughout
most of history, however, religion has been the central aspect of life.

In his essay “On Thud and Blunder,” Poul Anderson commented on
the superficiality of most fantasy religions.  The hero may swear by
some deity, or there may be minor rituals roughly akin to rubbing a
rabbit’s foot.  But finding a fully-developed religion in fantasy is
exceedingly rare.

Here are some things for you to consider when you’re developing
your own fantasy world’s religion(s).

First, how many deities are you using?  One, two, three, or more?  If
you use only one deity, that deity has to be a combination of good
and evil traits—much like YHVH in the Hebrew Bible.  YHVH is a god
of risings and fallings, good fortune and bad fortune.  He thus
escapes the “Problem of Evil” so often encountered by apologists
who promote an all-good deity.

If you choose a pair of deities, consider making them opposites.
Think of the Yin and Yang principles.  This does, however, present
the possibility of a better/worse mindset-—which could be useful,
depending on the story you’re telling.  Or it might not be suited to your
story at all.

Using three deities brings to mind a couple of models: father, mother
and child; or maiden, mother, and crone.  The Christian Trinity is one
such, with the Holy Spirit replacing the mother from the first example.

For a truly polytheistic pantheon, first determine exactly how many
you want to have.  Are there equal numbers of male and female
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deities?  Does one or the other gender predominate?  Are they all
gender neutral?  In addition, you’ll need to know how they are related
to each other, and determine a sphere of influence for each.  Or
perhaps all the gods are equally powerful in all spheres, and just
choose to specialize in one or another.

Once you’ve determined the number and nature of the gods, ask
yourself how active you want them to be in your world.  Distant gods
set the world/universe in motion and then leave to do more interesting
things.  Deism is one example of this.  Prayers or rituals to this kind of
god will be ignored.

It is also possible that a distant god will have left no obvious evidence
for its existence.  In that case, people who choose to believe will look
for circumstantial or coincidental evidence to buttress their belief.
There will always, however, be a portion of the population that will
wonder at the distant god’s existence and be agnostic or atheist.  You
should also determine how these doubters will fit into your story (if at
all).

Moderately Active gods act through selected representatives.  Some
possible representatives might be a priesthood, a messiah or prophet
figures, and mystics who have divine visions.  It will be much harder
to doubt the existence of these gods, although doubting the efficacy
of prayer and ritual will still be possible.

Close gods hear prayers from everyone.  They may or may not
answer those prayers, but the average person would feel that he or
she has a chance of getting results by performing a ritual.  With close
gods, you’ll need to determine the circumstances under which they
will answer a prayer.  Will a god who is basically good, for instance,
answer a prayer made by a person who is basically evil, if that prayer
is for good intentions?  (An example might be the prayer of a
murderer that his child have a happy life unmarred by knowledge of
what his parent did.)

Next, define the representatives of your god(s) in the world.
Typically, this would be a priesthood of some kind.  How hierarchical
is the priesthood?  Is there a pope (or equivalent), complete with
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attendant lesser representatives?  Or does each community elect its
own priest, as was done in the early days of the Christian religion?

Who can become a priest or priestess?  Is that determined by birth?
Does the priesthood have an active recruiting arm?  Does the deity
choose its representatives somehow, perhaps by a special birthmark
or brand appearing at a certain age?  What does becoming a priest or
priestess cost--both monetarily and psychically?  Must they give up
worldly possessions in order to concentrate on the divine?  Must they
cut all ties to family?  Or is the priesthood a family affair, passed from
one generation to the next?

The Hebrew Bible, the Christian Bible, the Koran, the Book of
Mormon, the Sybilline Oracles, and the Tao Te Ching have all played
their parts in the history of our world.  What kinds of religious writings
does your world have?  If the population is literate, are holy books
readily available for study?  How well are different interpretations of
the text tolerated?  (Generally, the more stable and secure the
religion as a whole, the more diversity is tolerated.  Only when the
survival of a religion is threatened do you find rigid adherence to
orthodoxy---as happened with the Jewish religion after the destruction
of the Temple in 70 CE.)  Are the texts considered the literal Words of
the God(s), or are they meditations and prophecies written by
humans?

If you have a monarchy in your world, does the monarch have any
religious duties?  Does he, like Constantine, appoint religious
officials?  What is the monarch’s position in relation to other
representatives of the gods?

What functions or purposes do the gods’ representatives serve?  Do
they heal the sick?  Counsel the troubled?  Call for rain or sun?  Do
they punish those who violate the precepts of the religion---both
inside the priesthood and outside it?  Do they preside over birthing,
naming, marriage, or death ceremonies?

Finally, consider the average person of your world.  What is required
of him or her?  Must he consume or avoid certain foods (as Catholics
do during Lent, and Orthodox Jews do daily)?  What feasts or
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services are required?  What is the tone of each feast or holy day?
(Think of the difference between Easter and Christmas, for instance,
or Hanukkah and Passover.)  How will he know he is doing what the
gods want him to do?  Are regular services or sermons provided for
the people?  If so, what is the content and form of them?

The final thing to consider when building your religion is politics.

Whatever the political system, religion will have some effect on
politics (and vice versa, of course).  Constantine acted to end
differences of opinion between what became the Orthodox and
Catholic Churches; in 21st Century America, separation of church and
state is a precept as old as the nation itself and religion lobbies the
government to get its own agenda approved.

How active are the religions in your world?  Are representatives of
different religions jockeying for power and influence?  Or do they stay
in the background, quietly performing their rituals and offering solace
to those who seek them out?  How informed is the average person
about whatever political activity is going on?  What role will a conflict
between religion and politics play in the lives of your characters?

Answering the above questions will give you the basics of a religious
system that you can follow consistently in your story.  At the same
time, you’ll be able to distinguish between the annoyingly devout, the
dutifully devout, and the fallen-by-the-wayside devout in your story.
You may not need to answer all of these questions, depending on the
role religion (or its representatives) plays in your story.

While religion is rarely rational or logical, it can be consistent and
believable.  Considering the points raised here should help you
achieve a religious system that Poul Anderson would hail as a
welcome break from the norm.
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Faith and Foreboding
or

Why does the priesthood have to be evil, anyway?

By Sarah Jane Elliott

 2001, Sarah Jane Elliott

Fantasy worlds are ones that lend themselves particularly well to the
creation of religions.   The people populating fantasy worlds are
usually believers of magic in some form or another, and having no
knowledge of this logical science nonsense, are perfectly happy to
use gods as an explanation for the world around them.   But dangers
abound when building a religion for your fantasy world; there are any
number of pitfalls, stereotypes, and clichés that can sneak up on you
when you least expect it.

One of the most common religions seen in fantasy novels is simply
one of convenience.   In this type of religion, characters don’t seem to
hold any beliefs at all.   In fact, the gods really only exist to provide
the characters with really nifty oaths to shout in times of great
emotion.   “By Krondak’s beard!” or “Great Ephusia help us!” or
“Hesperianatha’s three nipples!” may sound great as a character
bellows them while plunging into peril, but remember that curses only
have power if the god means something to the people.   Throwing the
odd statue in here and there isn’t going to make the religion real-- we
have to see the role the god plays that makes him or her so important
to these people.

Having a well-developed belief system can add a depth to your world,
and there are so many really interesting religions to choose from  that
you can borrow parts and make your own. Even if your character isn’t
particularly devout, knowing how a devout character does act can
give insight to your character’s personality.   Why doesn’t your
character worship the gods?  Was he somehow betrayed by them, or
does the religion keep practices he doesn’t approve of?
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Mind, too, that you don’t go overboard with the clichés.   If you want
an example, I strongly suggest you look up “Religion” in Diana Wynne
Jones’s The Tough Guide to Fantasyland.  The Maiden, Mother,
Crone triad is one such standard that is in the middle of a severe
identity crisis.   This trinity appears in every other book to come on
the market, with a new name each time, but they’re rarely any
different.  In the end, most of them boil down to aspects of Clotho,
Lachesis, and Atropos.  Now it’s true that the Fates are really cool
characters, and by all means, go ahead use them.  However, try to
put a new spin on things so that they don’t fall back into the same
tired cliché that we’ve seen before -- it causes your world to loose
some of its believability.   Ditto the nature goddess or the sun god.
Make them new gods, not just old gods popping up in a kind of
fantastic witness protection program.

One religious theme that crops up with alarming frequency these
days is the evil priesthood.   Generally populated by fat, greedy
priests who are more concerned with money than with their deity, the
evil priesthood harries and persecutes the poor people of the
countryside and casts a pall of fear over anyone within their reach.
The evil priesthood is cruel and unforgiving, and their power often
stretches across many kingdoms.   They may be commanded by an
evil deity, or they may not hold much faith with their deity at all,
having realized that the threat of religious damnation is a really spiffy
way to get money out of people.   Whatever the case, they are always
evil, they are always a danger to the heroes of the story, and they are
usually defeated by the triumphal protagonist.

Part of the problem lies in the jaded attitude many people have
developed toward organized religion in today’s world.  Whatever the
cause, it has resulted in a shift in attitude which is reflected in the
pages of our fiction.   Several hundred years ago, when Europeans
were first learning that there was a world beyond the one they knew,
they began to encounter a multitude of religions that seemed strange
and primitive to them.  For a long time afterward, most “evil” religions
in fiction tended to be the religions of the savage and alien race, while
the heroes of the stories were supported by their religious figures.
But recently, there has been a drastic increase of the “noble savage”
races practising a “good” religion.  This religion often stands as the
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preferable form of devotion in worlds in which the hero is forced to
battle his way free of his own oppressive, evil religion.   The good
religion is rarely practised by the heroes, and if it is, chances are
there’s an evil priesthood lying in wait to persecute the heathens.  It’s
happening so often that the evil priesthood is quickly becoming
laughably cliché.

So rather than fall back on this device, put your efforts into creating a
good villain and leave the priesthood alone.  Remember that priests
are only human.  They feel the same things your characters do, they
just happen to have a vocation as well.  Yes, some may fall victim to
greed or delusions of grandeur, which is entirely within the scope of
human nature, but  it’s unlikely that this greed will spread like a
selective virus to everyone wearing a cassock.

This is not to say that building religion into your world is a recipe for
disaster, because it can be done really well.  Whenever I want a new
look at old ideas, I’ll watch Kevin Smith’s Dogma, read Holly Lisle’s
Sympathy for the Devil, Emma Bull’s War for the Oaks, Charles
Williams’s The Place of the Lion, and Neil Gaiman’s forthcoming
American Gods.  And for entirely new religions, try Diana Wynne
Jones’s The Spellcoats, Joanne Bertin’s Dragon and Phoenix,
Tolkien’s The Silmarillion, and Ursula K. LeGuin’s The Tombs of
Atuan.   Sometimes seeing something done right helps put you on the
right track and allows you to come up with brilliant and innovative
ideas of your own.

Why not create a hero with a strong faith in a good religion?  That
kind of faith is becoming a novelty in this day and age, and new looks
at old standards of religion come as a breath of fresh air in an
increasingly stale religious view.
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HHoorrrroorr
TTeerreessaa  HHooppppeerr,,  AAssssoocciiaattee  EEddiittoorr,,  HHoorrrroorr

Classic Structure of the Horror Novel

By Ron Brown

 2001, Ron Brown

As in any form of writing, there are guidelines for the structure of the
horror novel.  These are not rules but rather conventions that should
be known and considered when you structure your story.  In the same
way that principles of writing (such as maintaining constant point of
view in a scene) should only be broken once the writer is comfortable
with the convention, the classic structure of the horror novel should
be the starting point for new novelists.

The center of any horror novel is the fear, rational or not, within the
main character.  The main character can be either adult or child, but
should begin as a hapless victim of the overpowering evil, and should
be a good person.  Though the fear can be of a psychological nature,
it should not be something that can be explained through normal
human experience.  There should be some supernatural or
unexplained entity or mystery whose solution is outside the realm of
typical understanding.

The evil should begin as an invisible force.  In fact, it will often appear
at the beginning that the main character has created the evil in his
own mind.  The evil can be undead, occult, based on folklore, or
other, but it should be sinister, and should only reveal its true self
slowly as the story progresses.  Regardless of what shape it finally
takes when its presence is known (demon, vampire, person, etc.), its
power and intent should be obviously evil and supernatural.

This plotting process ensures that the surrounding characters do not
believe in the evil at first.  Coincidence will explain the initial actions
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of the evil entity.  If it's appropriate, the supporting cast should show
concern for the well-being and sanity of the main character.  Only
after a convincing disaster or death will they believe, and then they
should run to the main character, both fearing him or her, and
needing help.

The final convention of the classic horror plot is the method of
overcoming evil.  The protagonist should develop some power in
order to conquer the evil entity.  At first they should resist the use of
the power, but once its use begins they should be taken over by it
until the task is complete.

Again, these are not rules, but rather guidelines and conventions.  A
great many horror novels deviate at some point from the classic form,
but this is an excellent starting point for those beginning their work in
the genre.  Once a writer is comfortable with the classical plot, and
has seen how it drives the story,  she can begin to alter it to achieve
the goals of her individual plots.

A helpful book for many aspects of Horror writing is How to Write
Tales of Horror, Fantasy & Science Fiction  by J.N. Williamson.  This
book includes an introduction by Robert Bloch and several chapters
on specific Horror -related writing problems, including pieces by Dean
R. Koontz and Robert R. McCammon.

How to Write Tales of Horror, Fantasy & Science Fiction
J.N. Williamson
Writers Digest Books
ISBN 0-89879-483-8
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PPooeettrryy
JJeennnniiffeerr  SStt..  CCllaaiirr  BBuusshh,,  AAssssoocciiaattee  EEddiittoorr,,  PPooeettrryy

Poetry Lives

By Lazette Gifford

 2001, Lazette Gifford

Not long ago I found myself in the midst of an on-line debate about
whether poetry was a dead art, completely outmoded for today's
world and better left to the past.  While I never believed that the genre
was even close to dying, I do think that the Internet has helped create
a renaissance in the appreciation of poetry.  The genre is very much
alive on the 'Net, and scattered everywhere are wonderful sites for
both writing and reading -- and in some cases listening -- to poetry.
This month's article will cover a few of the other places to look for
poetry-related material, both how-to articles and examples.

Like any type of writing, a person needs to immerse herself in the
genre in order to understand and appreciate what she is writing.  So
here are some links to places where you can study both the art and
the technique of writing poetry.

Some of these sites will be better than others, and some more helpful
for one style or another.  But check them out, and learn what a
vibrant and lively art poetry can be, even in today's world! (Please
note that these were chosen at random, and does not mean Vision or
Forward Motion support them.)

The Academy of American Poets
http://www.poets.org/

Read, listen, and
learn about the state
of poetry in America
today.

Poetic Voices
http://www.poeticvoices.com

A support group for
poets, with on-line
reading lists, contests,

mailto:JenStClair@hollylisle.com
http://www.poets.org/
http://www.poeticvoices.com/
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markets and hundreds
of poetry-related links

AlienFlower
http://www.xdrom.com/alienflower

Critiques and
discussions on many
aspects of poetry.

The Semantic Rhyming Dictionary
http://www.rhymezone.com/

Type in a word below
to find its rhymes,
synonyms, and more

A Unique Guide for the Study of Poetry
http://shoga.wwa.com/~rgs/glossary.html

Phonetic
pronunciation, cross
references, broad
range of definitions,
examples, hyper-
linked keywords &
cross references, and
a  wealth of poetic
quotations

Poetry Today Online
http://www.poetrytodayonline.com/

proudly serving
Internet poets since
1997 -- contests,
publishers, workshops
and more

GO! Poetry
http://www.poetrytodayonline.com/gopoetry.
html

The show broadcasts
spoken word and
literary performances,
by New York City and
international poetry
figures, - LIVE every
Monday 9pm EST.
GO! Poetry produces
film, live theatre,
poetry events and
workshops with
outreach to young &
old.

Welcome to the Interactive Poetry Pages
http://www.csd.net/~cantelow/poem_welco
me.html

Real-time poetry
collaboration. You are
invited to add a line to

http://www.xdrom.com/alienflower
http://www.rhymezone.com/
http://shoga.wwa.com/~rgs/glossary.html
http://www.poetrytodayonline.com/
http://www.poetrytodayonline.com/gopoetry.html
http://www.poetrytodayonline.com/gopoetry.html
http://www.csd.net/~cantelow/poem_welcome.html
http://www.csd.net/~cantelow/poem_welcome.html
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a poem in progress
and view the finished
works.

Electronic Poetry Center
http://wings.buffalo.edu/epc/

EPC serves as a
central gateway to
resources in
electronic poetry and
poetics produced at
the University at
Buffalo as well as
elsewhere on the
Internet. Our aim is
simple: to make a
wide range of
resources centered on
contemporary
experimental and
formally innovative
poetries an immediate
actuality.

English translations of Chinese poems
http://www.chinapage.com/poetry.html

A lovely page of
translations, with
Chinese ideograms
and English words

Irish Poetry
http://www.geocities.com/Paris/9261/index.h
tml

Irish Poetry is famous
and continues to draw
considerable notice.
Check out this nice
little site for some
samples.

Cowboy Poetry
http://www.agricomm.com/cp.htm

Cowboy Poetry is a
growing favorite in
many areas of the
world.

There are also several sites on line where you might sell your poetry.
Here are just a few places that are interested in poems.  Check them
out and see if any of them are right for you!  (Again, only presented
as examples):

http://wings.buffalo.edu/epc/
http://www.chinapage.com/poetry.html
http://www.geocities.com/Paris/9261/index.html
http://www.geocities.com/Paris/9261/index.html
http://www.agricomm.com/cp.htm
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Alexandria Digital Literature -- http://www.alexlit.com

Along Zalandra Terrace -- http://www.zalandra.com

Alternate Realities Webzine -- http://www.alternaterealitieszine.com

Apocalypse Fiction Magazine -- http://www.apocalypsefiction.com

Dark Moon Rising -- http://www.darkmoonrising.com

Dark Planet -- http://www.sfsite.com/darkplanet/

Digital Catapult -- http://www.digital-catapult.com

Electric Wine -- http://www.electricwine.com

EOTU -- http://www.clamcity.com/eotu.html

Fables -- http://www.fables.org

Moondance -- http://www.moondance.org

Muse It -- http://www.museit.com

Neverworlds -- http://www.neverworlds.com

ProMart -- http://promartian.com

Savvy Click Magazine -- http://www.thesavvyclick.com

Strange Horizons -- http://www.strangehorizons.com/

http://www.alexlit.com/
http://www.zalandra.com/
http://www.alternaterealitieszine.com/
http://www.apocalypsefiction.com/
http://www.darkmoonrising.com/
http://www.sfsite.com/darkplanet/
http://www.digital-catapult.com/
http://www.electricwine.com/
http://www.clamcity.com/eotu.html
http://www.fables.org/
http://www.moondance.org/
http://www.museit.com/
http://www.neverworlds.com/
http://promartian.com/
http://www.thesavvyclick.com/
http://www.strangehorizons.com/
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RRoommaannccee
  AAnnnnee  MM..  MMaarrbbllee,,  AAssssoocciiaattee  EEddiittoorr,,  RRoommaannccee

E-books and the Romance Field

By Anne M. Marble

 2001, Anne M. Marble

Many people love writing fantasy, futuristic, paranormal, and Gothic
romances, but few print publishers want to take a chance on those
genres. Likewise, fans of these genres have a tough time finding new
books in these fields. Is there a solution? Luckily, many independent
e-book publishers specialize in romance. These e-publishers relish
romances that fall outside of genre boundaries.

If your romance novel is something that's a bit different, or even a lot
different, it just might fit in as an e-book. E-book publishers
specializing in romance have put out everything from stories about
ghosts, elves, and vampires finding love to romances about disabled
individuals. Chances are that if your book doesn't fit the New York
guidelines, you'll find an e-book publisher willing to take a chance on
it.

This isn't to say that e-books are a "romantic paradise" for writers. As
an e-book author, you will face four main problems: editing, publicity,
reputation, and money.

Editing

E-books don't always receive the same level of editing as books put
out by paper-based publishers. Readers often complain that the e-
books they downloaded were riddled with errors. Sometimes the
publishers don't provide editing at all. Also, the editing may not be up
to typical standards. I recently found this sentence on the web site of
an e-publisher. "We want to insure that the work is as free of
structural, grammatical, and spelling and usage errors as is humanly

mailto:marble@hollylisle.com
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possible." Uhm, the word should be ensure, not insure. See what I
mean?

Publicity

Your e-book won't be given much publicity, unless you're an
established author. Most likely, you will have to generate publicity on
your own. (That can have its drawbacks. Some fans quickly tire of
authors who promote themselves on-line all the time.)

Reputation

If you publish an e-book, some people will assume that's because
you aren't ready for prime time yet. While there are some great e-
books out there, there are stinkers as well. Because of bad
experiences in the past, (many?)reviewers are reluctant to review e-
books. Two of the major romance review sites do not accept e-books
for review.

Money

You won't make a lot of money by becoming an e-book author. Heck,
you will make very little. Don't expect an advance, and don't expect to
sell many copies. There have been cases where someone sold only a
few dozen copies of an e-book.

The e-book field is a wild frontier. Like any wild frontier, snake oil
salesmen sometimes amble into town. Investigate e-publishers very
carefully before signing up with them. If a publisher wants to charge
you a fee, run away! Besides avoiding fees like the plague, read up
on contracts. (For advice on contracts, check out
http://www.sfwa.org/contracts/.) The contracts of some e-publishers
sound as though they were created by greedy lawyers on acid.

Bad web sites happen to good e-publishers. Examine the publisher's
site thoroughly before you even think of sending your manuscript to
them. Don't trust your e-books with a publisher whose web site looks

http://www.sfwa.org/contracts/
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as if it was designed by a someone who just learned how to use
HTML. Badly designed sites keep people from finding and buying
your book.

Getting accepted isn't all that easy, either. Despite popular
misconceptions, many e-publishers are selective. Be sure to read the
guidelines! Also, e-publishers cope with limited staffing. They become
overstocked on a regular basis. Right now, Hard Shell Word Factor
and Awe-Struck Publishing are temporarily closed to submissions.
Response times among other e-publishers are becoming slower as
well.

Still, if you do publish an e-book, you have the chance to win over
some of the most loyal fans in the romance genre. Maybe we'll see
you on the virtual bookshelf in the future.

A Selection of E-Publishers

Here is a sampling of independent e-publishers that publish romance
novels.

Awe-struck Ebooks
http://awe-struck.net/
Awe-struck publishes romances in a plethora of categories, ranging
from contemporary romance to futuristics. One of the specialized
lines available here is the Ennoble line of romances, which features
heroes with disabilities. They publish in other genres, including
mainstream fiction and nonfiction.

DiskUs Publishing
http://www.diskuspublishing.com/
Here is another pioneer of e-publishing. Besides romance, they
publish most other genres of fiction, as well as some nonfiction.

http://awe-struck.net/
http://www.diskuspublishing.com/
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Dreams Unlimited
http://www.dreams-unlimited.com/
This publisher specializes in paranormal, futuristic, fantasy, and erotic
romances. While they have branched out into horror, most of their
titles are in the romance genre

Hard Shell Word Factory
http://hardshell.com/
This publisher was established in 1996, so that makes them veterans
in the field of e-publishing. They publish many subgenres of romance,
but they are branching out into other fields as well.

New Concepts Publishing
http://www.newconceptspublishing.com/
Like Hard Shell Word Factory, this company was also founded in
1996. They publish romances as well as cross-over books such as
romantic fantasy novels.

Romance Foretold, Inc.
http://www.romfort.org/
This company has three imprints -- Starlight Writer Publications,
Darkstar Publications, and Pulsar Books. Through Starlight Writer,
they publish historical, contemporary, and Regency romance, Gothics
and romantic suspense, and horror. Within the other imprints, they
publish books in other genres as well as cross-over books such as
dark fantasy romances.

http://www.dreams-unlimited.com/
http://hardshell.com/
http://www.newconceptspublishing.com/
http://www.romfort.org/
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SScciieennccee  FFiiccttiioonn
BBoobb  BBiilllliinngg,,  AAssssoocciiaattee  EEddiittoorr,,  SSFF

Eureka!: Making Believable Future Technologies

By Bob Billing

 2001, Bob Billing

Stories are about people - but the worlds those people inhabit will
bring out the best or worst in them. And it's our job as authors to
adjust our imagined worlds so that they will be plausible to the
readers, while at the same time presenting the characters with some
serious problems. I'll be talking about the sort of SF that has space
travel as a major theme - because that's what I like - but a lot of what
I have to say applies to other genres as well.
Imagined future technology has two uses to the author of SF. Firstly it
allows speculation about how society might change in the future. If
we had robots to do all the work for us, or interstellar travel to
broaden our horizons - if we visited aliens with a completely different
outlook on life or could travel back to the past and fix the nasty bits -
what would our world be like? This can be taken further into the "idea
as hero" story, in which the driving force of the story is the
development of the idea itself, the human characters being upstaged
by the central concept.

Secondly it allows us to tunnel past the reader's preconceptions. If we
write a story set on an oceanliner  or an airliner we are faced with the
reader having used real ships and airliners. And the reader will bring
a great deal of emotional baggage on board which will get in the way
of what we are trying to do. But if instead we move to a spacecraft,
then we can be almost completely sure that the reader has never
travelled in one. Now we are in control, everything the reader knows
about the environment must come from what we have said. And we
can use this as a tool to get closer to the eternal truths about the
human soul.

mailto:bob@hollylisle.com
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To do this we have to make up some future technology - and we have
to do it in such a way that the reader will say, "Yes, that's how it
would have to be." In my opinion doing this depends on two things:
point of contact and consistency.

The point of contact is the place in the reader's mind where the
imagined thing sits, the handle that the reader can grab hold of. It
allows the reader to put something new into a familiar category. For
example: spaceships are a bit like aeroplanes, blasters have the
function of handguns, interstellar communicators mirror mobile
phones. But at the same time everything is sufficiently different to
remind the reader that we are a long way from home: the spaceship
has an airlock rather than a boarding door, the communicator has a
lot more buttons than a cellphone - or none at all. Consistency is
slightly more subtle, but in some ways easier to achieve. Even if the
reader knows little of the laws of physics, or screams and stands on a
chair when equations are mentioned, they still live in the real world.
Readers know that horses need hay and carrots, big engines need
diesel, aircraft need kerosine and steam trains need coal. So they
aren't going to take too easily to a machine that runs on nothing at all.
Say "conservation of energy" and they'll look blank, even though
that's the right name for the physical principle behind the idea "it's got
to run on something."

It's possible to spend all your life studying dozens of subjects - and
still be caught out by this sort of thing. But the more effort an author
puts into consistency, the more believable the future technology will
be. There's no real alternative to doing some research here - even
school textbooks will help. Useful topics include:

•  Conservation of mass and energy.

•  Conservation of momentum.

•  Hydrostatics - the relationships between weight, depth and
pressure.
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•  The properties of common materials such as wood, glass,
metals and plastics.

•  The forces acting in simple structures.

Most of these ideas have been around for a long time. New
discoveries have slightly modified them - but in the main they haven't
changed. It's probably quite safe to say that they will go being useful
well into the far distant future.

A lot of these concepts can be summed up as "You can't get
something for nothing." This is a vital part of any plausible imagined
technology - it must need some inputs, it must be fed with something
that your characters can run out of. When they run out they have a
problem - and when your characters have a problem you have a
story.

Creating the technology is only the first part of the exercise. You now
need to give it a "look and feel." This means answering questions
such as:

•  How much training does it take to use one of these
effectively?

•  How long does it take to start up?

•  Can you leave it turned on while you are away?

•  Are mistakes by the operator common?

•  Can an untrained person get it to work at all?

Coupled to this is the problem of making life too easy for the
characters. Let's say you issue the hero with a self-loading, self-
repairing weapon. It contains a little computer that makes sure it can't
miss, can't shoot the wrong person and won't work if the bad guys
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steal it. You'd get one or two short stories out of it and that's all.
You've made life too easy for the hero; it's difficult to think of a
situation he couldn't resolve by firing a few shots in the right general
direction.

Several otherwise good timelines have died in their adolescence for
this reason. Larry Niven once said that the introduction of the
unreasonably strong materials had stopped his "Known Space"
series. He couldn't think of any problems to set his characters that
they couldn't instantly solve.

One solution to this problem has been to make the technology
monumentally unreliable. Think how many "Star Trek" episodes
contain transporter malfunctions. This sort of thing isn't convincing,
particularly if done too often. Readers will after a while begin to ask
why they don't find a way of fixing the thing - or sending it back and
getting one that works.

Despite technological progress there are some things that don't
change. People wear clothes and jewelry, ride in vehicles with
wheels, cook food and eat it, write messages on flat surfaces, hold
parties and get married. All these things are mentioned in the Bible -
they haven't altered much in two thousand years. But there is a
tendency among science fiction authors to think that the rapid
changes in technology in the last hundred and fifty years will go on for
ever. This leads to a school of writing in which nothing invented in the
twentieth century survives to the twenty-second. Personally I don't
subscribe to this - I think electrical wiring, television cameras and
power tools will still exist and have the same functions. They may get
a lot better but they won't go away.

Because of this I think it's sometimes possible to take a short cut with
future technology - what I call "borrowing in fancy dress." Take a long
hard look at a supersonic aeroplane. Make it a bit bigger, swap the
turbines for something more powerful. Assume you have a stronger,
lighter composite to make it out of. Bolt on an engine that will work in
vacuum.
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You've built yourself a spaceship. Put someone in it, send them
somewhere, give them a big problem to sort out when they arrive.
And you've got a story...
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  SSuussppeennssee  &&  MMyysstteerryy
SShhaannee  PP..  CCaarrrr,,  AAssssoocciiaattee  EEddiittoorr,,  SSuussppeennssee  &&  MMyysstteerryy

Preparing For Your First Mystery: The Basics

By Lazette Gifford

 2001, Lazette Gifford

I've always wanted to write mysteries, but my technical grasp of how
to go about it was never strong.  I could see characters (characters
always come first with me), and then scenes, ideas, possibilities -- but
I couldn't put them together in a coherent, let alone logical, story.  So
I started collecting books on the subject. Their help has been
invaluable in pointing out the pratfalls[I think "pitfalls" would fit the
context better] that any beginning mystery writer might stumble upon.

The first book I suggest you find  is How To Write Mysteries by
Shannon OCork (Writer's Digest Books, ISBN 0-89879-372-6).  This
is an excellent introduction into the art of writing mysteries.

In the introduction, Mystery Writer's of America Grand Master Hillary
Waugh offers a set of six rules for mystery writers:

1. All clues discovered by the detective must be made available
to the reader. (This is where Fair Play comes in.)

2. The murderer must be introduced early.  (This doesn’t mean
he has to make a personal appearance, but the reader must
know of his existence.)

3. The crime must be significant… usually murder, though
kidnapping, blackmail, theft and the like will also do.

4. There must be detection.  The solution must not be stumbled
on; it must be sought and found.

mailto:MysticBard@hollylisle.com
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5. The number of suspects must be known, and the murderer
must be among them.

6. Nothing extraneous may be introduced.

While the book focuses on murder mystery writing, it does provide
invaluable information for any book in the genre.  One of the most
helpful chapters, in fact, was one covering the sub-genres within the
mystery bracket.

Before you begin writing your mystery, you may want to consider
some of the sub-genre categories that your story might fall under.

The Amateur Detective

Beginning with Poe's C. Auguste Dupin, the sub-genre of the
Amateur Detective has been very popular.  Most famous, of course,
is Sherlock Holmes.  However, there are several other well known
characters in this area: Nero Wolfe, Hercule Poirot, and Miss Jane
Marple.  These are often characterized as having an independent
income and are often eccentric.

The Cozy

In a cozy, the violence is downplayed, and the story is generally more
'civilized' -- often taking place in fancy English manors, with servants
and tea times. Miss Marple is an example of both the Amateur
Detective as well as a member of the sub-genre of cozies.  They are
genteel, quiet mysteries.  Nancy Atherton writes a series of popular
cozy English mysteries.

The Private Detective

Sam Spade, Mike Hammer, Philip Marlow, Lew Archer -- those were
the early models for the Private Detective. Today, however, the sub-
genre has grown beyond the tough guy, hardboiled detective.  The
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Private Detective might well be a woman, such as Kinsey Milhone,
V.I. Warsharski, or Sharon McCone.  Or he might be a slightly less
thick-skinned male, like Spenser.

The sub-genre continues in its popularity, no matter how the main
character adapts to the  changing world.

The Police Procedural

This is the police detective at work..  This is a very new form of
mystery, and deals with considerable more technical detail and team
work.  Professional methods must be used by the characters, which
means considerable research and accuracy on the part of the writer.

The Romantic Suspense

Many of the  Mary Stewart novels would fall into this category: The
Moonspinners, My Brother Michael, or Madam Will You Talk.  The
story usually revolves around a young woman, drawn to someone
mysterious. Romance, and often an exotic location, highlights the
mystery and thrills.

The Thriller

For many years the spy story, with international intrigue and rapid plot
twists, has been a mainstay in the field.  The mystery usually involves
discovering the double agent or foiling a plot of international
dimensions.  A newer brand of this sub-genre is emerging in the
technology-based thriller, and even the  more recent lawyer-based
thriller.

There are many other possibilities, and it only takes the writer's
imagination to start an entirely new sub-genre of mystery writing.
Once you have decided on your basic type, the next step is to begin
working on the plot.
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Here is where I have problems.  The plots of my other stories have all
grown from the shadow of a character and the seed of an idea,
worked out in first draft, with lots of dead ends and considerable
rewriting by the time it's done.  However, I quickly found that writing a
mystery in that fashion was nearly impossible.

Mystery stories must be solved before they are written.  Take, for
example, a basic murder mystery.  The initial idea may only be the
scene of the crime, but if you begin writing with only that much
worked out, you are bound to find yourself grasping for an answer
before too long.

The mystery plot must be worked out in careful detail, and that detail
may start with material from long before the first scene of the book.
You will need to know not only who did the crime, but how they
planned for it.  And, more importantly, why they did it. You need to
know as much about the murderer as you do about the main
character, and find ways in which his strengths and weaknesses can
be used to further the plot.

There's also the question of why your main character is involved, at
least if he is anything but a police officer.  Knowing the main
character as well as you know the villain will now allow you to find
keys that will allow the two to play against each other. It is a game --
a dangerous game -- and each side will score points at different crisis
within the book.  The game cannot be overmatched on one side or
the other.

Once you have worked out those basic plot problems, you can start,
right?  Well, not really.  Now that you have the crime and you know
the answer, you need to work out in careful detail how your 'detective'
learns the truth.  It cannot be too easy an answer.  There must be
roadblocks, red herrings, dead ends, and dangerous truths.  There
must also be a careful line-up of possible suspects, all of whom could
look equally guilty at some point in the book.

A carefully constructed outline will save the writer from bogging down
in a tangled morass of possible motives, would-be killers, and
hopeless loose ends.
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You have your sub-genre, your plot -- what else do you need?

Now you need to deal with the same basics of any story, with Point of
View (POV) taking the center stage.  Many mysteries are written in
the first person POV.  This gives immediacy to the story as the reader
vicariously uncovers the mystery right along with the 'detective.'
However, there is no reason why your story has to be first person,
and experimenting with a few pages of the story in different POVs
may give you a new insight into what you want to present.  The one
trick with first person POV is to remember that the reader can only
know what the 'detective' knows -- and the detective cannot keep
secrets from the readers, since they are living inside the character's
head.  This can have a limiting affect on the story, but it also can
keep the plot carefully in line.

One last consideration is whether you plan to write a single-shot story
or a series of stories or books.  Mystery series novels have been
popular since their inception, and if you create a unique, interesting
main character, you may well want to carry that person on into new
stories.  If that is the case, be certain to give your character a
background that will allow her to step easily into the next mystery,
either in location, job, or personal financial means.  Dropping work as
a cashier at a supermarket to solve a murder may look like a great
'new' twist, but not if that person has no other way to support herself,
or a family.

Another important aspect of the mystery is the main character's
personality. There are two important pieces to consider when you
start creating the person who will solve the mystery for the reader.

First, if you are doing a first person POV, make certain that you allow
the reader enough material about the character to make him more
than a talking head.  Bring him and his world alive through what he
sees and how he reacts to it. Do children running rampant through
stores drive him crazy?  Is he apt to stop and admire nice sidewalk
chalk art?
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Second, remember that the more eccentric the detective, the less
likely people are to connect with him. This is where the sidekick as
translator comes in.  Dr. Watson stood between the reader and
Sherlock Holmes, interpreting the material as it came to him.  He was
a far more interesting narrator than Holmes would have been,
because Holmes was too eccentric, and too logical. There would be
no surprises in Holmes POV, only a progression of steps to the
answer.

 And now the fun part -- you get to create not only the perfect crime,
but the perfect solution as well.  I hope you have fun with the game.
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YYoouunngg  AAdduulltt  &&  CChhiillddrreenn
JJuussttiinn  SSttaanncchhffiieelldd,,  AAssssoocciiaattee  EEddiittoorr,,  YYoouunngg  AAdduulltt  &&

CChhiillddrreenn''ss  FFiiccttiioonn

Turn Personal Struggles into Books for Children

By Laura Backes

 2001, Children's Book Insider, LLC

Suppose you've just gone through a divorce and lost custody of your
kids. Or a loved one has recently died of cancer. Or you struggled in
school as a child because you have dyslexia.

Many writers turn difficult periods in their lives into books for children,
hoping to help young readers through similar painful experiences.
Here are some tips to keep in mind when creating and selling books
based on real-life events.

Remember that you're writing a children's book, not a personal essay
intended to purge your soul from a painful memory. Children want to
read about how they feel. Many writers create a child character and
tell the story through that character's eyes. Don't write in first person if
the "I" is you, the adult author. Instead of explaining how bad you feel
that your kids no longer live with you, show how a five-year-old
character feels about only getting to see Daddy every other weekend.

Books for younger children (up to age eight) centering around a
personal  crisis are generally most effective if the author uses a
fictional vehicle for imparting the information. If you want to stick
closer to nonfiction, make sure the book focuses on the child in the
center of the event, and is told in a narrative format with a beginning,
middle and end. Older children can handle more traditional self-help
books, with each chapter concentrating on a specific aspect of the
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problem. However, interspersing the advice with personal anecdotes
from other children who have gone through the same thing will make
the information more appealing and relevant to the readers.

Targeting appropriate publishers with these manuscripts is important.
Look in subject index of Children's Writer's & Illustrator's Market
under "Self Help" and "Special Needs" for publishers. Peruse the
children's nonfiction section of a large bookstore, and read reviews in
Publisher's Weekly, School Library Journal and Horn Book (trade
magazines found in most libraries) to see which publishers do similar
types of books. Always send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to
the children's editorial department asking for writer's guidelines
before submitting your manuscript. You can also look at books written
for parents to help their children cope with an illness, loss or divorce,
and query the publisher asking if they'd like to publish a children's
book on the same topic.

Though many mainstream publishers are interested in books that
deal with  special issues, some topics have too narrow an audience
for a large house to market the book successfully. In this case, many
authors have elected to self-publish. If you get several personal
rejection letters from editors who praise the book but say the
audience isn't broad enough, you might consider publishing it
yourself. But self-publishing should be approached cautiously; color
illustrations are essential for picture books, making them very
expensive to produce. And you must be prepared to devote at least a
year of your life to selling and distributing your book. Most self-
published books are sold primarily through direct mail. Can you
purchase mailing lists of parents with children who could benefit from
your book? Stories on adoption, specific childhood illnesses, or those
that might fit in a pediatrician's waiting room or hospital gift shop are
examples of books with a very targeted audience. Dan Poynter's The
Self-Publishing Manual (Para Publishing) and The Complete Guide to
Self-Publishing by Tom and Marilyn Ross (Writer's Digest Books) are
two good resources to check out before making the commitment to
self-publish.
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Laura Backes is the publisher of Children's BookInsider, the
Newsletter for Children's Writers. For more information about writing
children's books, including free articles, market tips, insider secrets
and much more, visit Children's Book Insider's home on the web at
http://write4kids.com
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YYoouunngg  WWrriitteerr''ss  SScceennee
BBeetthh  AAddeellee  LLoonngg,,  AAssssoocciiaattee  EEddiittoorr,,  YYoouunngg  WWrriitteerr''ss

SScceennee

Write What You Know--Or What You Want?

By Beth Adele Long

 2001, Beth Adele Long

Every writer has heard the old saw "Write what you know."  Many
writers, young and old, have rolled their eyes at hearing this.  And sf
writers in particular are loathe to follow that advice; after all, if we only
wrote what we knew, where would we get the Narnias and
Neuromancers of the literary world?

Of course, it's pretty difficult to write much about something you know
nothing about.  Even if you're going to make up every detail of your
desert world, you still need to have a concept of how desert
ecosystems work, what it feels like to walk through dry heat, and so
forth.  Generally we get around such problems by doing our research:
going to the library, searching the Net, talking to people who know
about the topic we're interested in.

So my question is this: if you know how to do your research, and you
want to write about things beyond your home town, can you just
ignore that whole idea of "write what you know"?

My reply is: no.

When you start writing, you should write what you know for a while.
This doesn't mean every story has to be set in your home town, with
a protagonist that looks just like you and faces all the same problems.
That's not fiction; that's thinly veiled autobiography.  But there's an
easy trap to fall into: writing about things that are so far removed from
your experience and your world that you're unable to make the story
real and important to the reader.

mailto:bethadele@hollylisle.com
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Have you ever read (or seen the movie) Anne of Green Gables?
Remember how Anne is always coming up with heroic, overwrought
tales of love and loss?  She was furious with Gilbert for telling her to
write about what she knew--the people and places of Avonlea and
her own Prince Edward Island.  But when she finally took his advice,
she was able to sell a collection of stories.  I know, I know, this is all
fictional in the first place, but I think the lesson is valid.  Anne didn't
solve her writing problems by writing boring descriptions of pokey old
Avonlea; she solved her problem by writing about things that had real
and deep meaning for her, things that she could describe in
convincing detail and with real compassion.  My guess is that if she'd
wanted to try her hand at fantastic fiction next, the lessons she
learned by "writing what she knew" would have served her very well
indeed.

Writing what you know has an added benefit for beginning writers.
Using familiar details of the world you know can free you to
concentrate more on other aspects of story-telling: the plot and
stucture, the characters, the language itself.  Sometimes I feel writing
is like learning to drive a car with a manual transmission.  I can work
the clutch, I can shift gears, I can accelerate and brake and I can
steer--but when I try to do all of it at once, I go lurching down the
driveway fifty feet and then stall.  Grounding your story in familiar
territory, with familiar issues, can be like taking away some of those
demands so that you can focus on getting the car going in the right
direction.

Write the relationships you know.  Write the places you know.  Write
the crises you know.  Test yourself: can you make the things that are
important and real to you seem important and real to your readers?
Can you step away from yourself and your surroundings enough to
see them with an outsider's eye--to see what makes your world
interesting and meaningful?  Can you tell the stories that you see
around you in such a way that people from your world can read your
work and say "Yes!  That's exactly what it's like for me!"  If you're a
musician, write about music.  If you live in a tropical climate, let the
heat and humidity and rich plants infuse your work.  If you have a
large family, write about the deep love and fierce resentment that can
flow out of big families.
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And don't forget what you know better than anything or anyone else:
yourself.  You know what matters to you.  You know how you react to
different people, situations, crises.  In all your writing, no matter how
strange or far-reaching, it will be the stories that are the most deeply
personal that will be the most powerful.  Writing from your
understanding of yourself is not a matter of preference or style.  It is a
necessity.

Learn these lessons, and carry them with you wherever you go.
Writing what you know is not about limiting your scope.  It's about
finding the things that you understand; it's about sharing the things
you have passion for; it's about making your work deeper, more
personal, and more alive.
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BBooookk  RReevviieewwss

The Foundations of Screenwriting, by Syd Field

Review by: Shane P. Carr

 2001, Shane P. Carr

I want to thank Forward Motion’s Stage, Screen, and Literary Fiction
Moderator Robin Catesby for inspiring this issue’s book review. A
couple of months ago I became interested in learning the art of
screenwriting. I went to Robin for a suggestion on what material
would help introduce me to this form of writing and guide me through
the techniques and styles it encompassed. She answered without
hesitation: Syd Field’s Screenplay: The Foundations of Screenwriting.

I picked up the book a few days later, and after reading it -- not once,
but twice -- I wanted to let Robin know that it was just what I was
looking for, and I am now in the preliminary stages of writing a
screenplay of my own.  Thanks again, Robin.

Screenplay: The Foundations of Screenwriting introduces aspiring
writers to the art and technique of screenwriting in an easy-to-
understand step-by-step format.  Field starts with the very
foundations of the screenplay, foundations that I have found crucial to
every form of writing. The book begins by defining what a screenplay
is and then breaks the screenplay down into its basic parts, beginning
with the setup of your main character. What follows is a step-by-step
guide to bringing your lead character into conflict and resolving that
conflict through a series of scenes and plot points.

Field gives readers excerpts from well-known screenplays such as
Chinatown and Close Encounters of the Third Kind. Through these
excerpts he demonstrates how the screenwriter introduces the
characters and builds suspense while revealing the conflict. He then
shows readers how to resolve the conflict through various plot points
and twists.
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Readers are also given a chapter on the process of adapting a novel
into a screenplay. Field explores the techniques and legal aspects of
writing a screenplay adaptation, as well as protecting your creative
rights and the creative rights of the original author.

There are exercises at the end of each chapter that help reinforce
what the reader has learned. Field also cites numerous movies to use
as case studies of quality screenwriting.

Approximately three quarters through the book, readers are
introduced to the actual format in which screenplays are written. Field
gives hearty and blunt advice on what to do, and what not to do,
when formatting and submitting your screenplay. He also gives sound
advice on finding an agent to represent your work. He presents tips
on checking you prospective agent's credentials and track record in
the field of screenwriting.

 Field then abolishes the many myths of the field and gives a realistic
outlook of what it is like to work with Hollywood producers and
companies.

Finally, Field gives an overview of numerous software programs
specifically tailored for screenwriters. Although some are a bit dated,
most are available in the latest Windows and Macintosh versions.
Specifically noted are various word processors as well as The Final
Draft and Screenwriter+ programs.

I assure you that after reading Screenplay you will have a strong
foundation for the screenwriting process and the hard work that is
involved. You will be able to decide if it’s a field you wish to pursue
with your writing. I strongly recommend this book to anyone
interested in writing a screenplay, or for anyone who just wants to
know what is involved in the screenwriting process.

Screenplay: The Foundations of Screenwriting by Syd Field
ISBN: 0-440-57647-4     U.S. Retail Price: $13.95
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WWeebb  SSiittee  RReevviieewwss

www.AImovie.com and www.TangentOnline.com

Reviews by Beth Adele

 2001, Beth Adele

www.AImovie.com

And you thought time travel was impossible.

The Steven Spielberg film AI, based on Brian Aldiss's story
"Supertoys Last All Summer Long," will be released this summer, and
the film's publicity campaign has apparently opened a port to the
22nd century using---what else?---the Internet.  Astute web surfers of
2001 have uncovered numerous websites related to the untimely
death of a Donu-Tech scientist in 2142.  The timelines of the two
centuries seem to be moving in tandem: news flashes and updates
from 2142 appear on their equivalent dates in 2001.  The alternate
timeline is accessible by email, telephone, and even fax, and today's
web denizens are hot on the trail.  This could be the first crime to be
solved almost 150 years before it even takes place.

The cleverest have found the puzzle's earliest entry point: a phone
number encoded in the AI film trailer (also found here).  Others have
depended on various tip-offs regarding Jeanine Salla, whose
interesting role in the film trailer's end credits has pushed sharp-eyed
surfers to run Internet searches to uncover Salla's identity and,
ultimately, the vast story behind Evan Chan's death.

No single person is likely to have the time or wide-ranging knowledge
needed to unravel this tangled skein, and curious researchers will find
ample help from the underground community that has been laboring
to solve the puzzle since late March.  Collaborative groups seem to
be popping up across the Internet, each at a different stage of

http://www.countingdown.com/features/?feature_id=16381
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investigation, though patient investigators should be wary of the
various think-tanks and clues pages lest they run across too much
information too soon.

Who is Jeanine Salla?  How did Evan Chan die?  Only the patient
and dedicated will be able to find out.

www.TangentOnline.com

Tangent has been around for quite a while, providing good short
fiction reviews of both print and online stories.  For the past few
weeks, though, their site hasn't been accessible.  But recently they
relaunched with their new, independent domain
(www.TangentOnline.com) and a redesigned site.

As before, the site has reviews of print magazines, listed by how
often the magazine is published (monthly, bi-monthly, quarterly, bi-
annually, irregular).  It also has reviews of online publications (right
now, just SciFiction.com) and anthologies and collections.  Plus, if
you have a question or comment about Tangent, you can post it on
their newsgroup, which the editor and webmaster seem to keep close
track of.

The new site will be updated as reviews come in, so you'll be able to
see things faster than before.  There is one catch; to help with site
costs, they're asking people to subscribe for $2 or more per year.  If
you subscribe, you get a login and password, and you'll be able to
see updates as soon as they go up.  If you don't subscribe, you'll
eventually get to see everything, but you'll have to wait until reviews
are two weeks old.  This sounds like a good way to get support from
people who want to contribute while still keeping Tangent's resources
free for those who don't want to pay.
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FFoorrwwaarrdd  MMoottiioonn
JJiimm  MMiillllss,,  AAssssoocciiaattee  EEddiittoorr,,  FFoorrwwaarrdd  MMoottiioonn

CCoommmmuunniittyy

So What's New?

By Jim Mills

 2001, Jim Mills

Plotting and Character Help Circle (The Stew Pot)

Community members Cailin & Deedlit have started The Stew Pot, a
Plotting and Character Help Circle, which can be found on the
General Fiction Board:

http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/68995

The circle has four simple rules:

1 - We're operating on an open membership basis.

This means anyone and everyone is welcome to join in, post
your plot and/or character problems or questions, offer
suggestions to problems or questions others have posted, etc.
You don't have to sign up to join in.

2 - Posts must relate to the current subject - no going
randomly off the point.

If you want to rant, go to the rant board.  This circle is for plot
and character development and helping solve related problems
- period.

mailto:Jim@Hollylisle.com
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/68995
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3 - No personal attacks.

This is a general policy on all of Holly's boards.  Feel free to
comment on a character's or plot's shortcomings, but please
don't flame the writer.  If you feel criticism is merited, please be
as positive as possible and suggest ways to fix the problem.
We're here to help each other, after all.  Maybe someone will
return the favor when you're stuck between (cliche warning!) a
rock and a hard place.

4 - No copyediting.

This circle isn't about grammar, revising or other aspects of
writing.  There are other circles for those topics, or, if you can't
find one to suit you, start a circle of your own for any writing-
related purpose.  This is a circle for us to help each other
hammer out plot and character ideas.

Have fun!

Role-Playing-Game Developers' Forum

Holly set up the gaming section on April 7th, so it hasn't been around
long. There are both public and a private boards. The public board is
for general questions about writing RPG material, such as world
adventure plotting, some rules discussion, and world building.

The private board is reserved for copyrightable works that are already
in progress. For instance, Jennifer Brinn is working on a FUDGE
Deryni game for Grey Ghost Games. And Christina Stiles is working
on a solicited D20 adventure for a company called Atlas Games, plus
she'll be posting products her own company, Bizzaro Games, will be
producing.

Main forum -- http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/114069

http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/114069
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HollyLisle.com Organizational Boot Camp

Assuming we could all use a bit of help in the organizing department,
and that we would be more productive if we were more organized, we
now have a forum to both discuss matters organizational, and to
participate in a week-by-week update in our progress.
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/70897

Writers' Dare

We have started a second dare, which will run from April 1 -- May
31st.  About 50 people are participating, and many are doing very
well!  Come to the Games and contest boards to see who has joined
in, and be sure to check out the special page where weekly results
are posted!

Death and Taxes by Holly Lisle

The Ides of April are nearly upon us, so it seems appropriate to
mention Holly's short story "Death and Taxes."  If you haven't read it,
it gives a whole new slant on the idea of paying your taxes.  You can
find it on the SF & Fantasy Board and it's well worth the read.  I'm
sure she'll get it published somewhere (Let us know when and where,
Holly!).  Check it out at:
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/message?forumid=69470&messageid=978714513.

Holly's Writer's Exercises are going strong!
Do you check out the Workshops and Exercises board --
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/70896  -- on a regular basis?  I
highly recommend it.  There is a new exercise posted every day, and
they are always interesting.

http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/70897
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/message?forumid=69470&messageid=978714513
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/70896
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It's especially interesting when a number of people comment on a
post, such as when I listed a first line exercise and got a number of
responses.  I had written 'I opened the door to see a man dressed in
a somewhat shabby suit, he said, "Have I got a book for you!" and
held up a book titled, The Complete Idiot's Guide to Necromancy.'

That posting --
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/message?forumid=70896&messageid=983195724
-- netted ten comments, although four of those were my replies.  Still,
it gave me a very warm feeling as a writer to receive such
recognition.

Here's one of Holly's: The gorilla leaned up against the bars of his
cage, grinned at me, and whispered, "There's a sawbuck in it for you
if you help me get the hell out of here."
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/thread?forumid=70896&messageid=983195724

Here's one of Bob Billing's: I woke up cold, hungry, frightened and not
entirely sure which planet I was on.

This one got a comment from Holly: "Damn. I hate it when that
happens."
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/message?forumid=70896&messageid=981962165

What are your favorites?  Feel free to write to Jim@HollyLisle.com
and send me your favorite first lines to be printed in this column.  All
first lines printed here are with author permission.

BTW, here's what it all means...

by Jim Mills, Moderator-at-large

Ever wonder what all those "buzz word" abbreviations mean?  If
you've been online a while, you probably learned by asking and felt a
little foolish admitting your ignorance to those who seemed to take
what they typed for granted.  For those who are new or too shy to

http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/message?forumid=70896&messageid=983195724
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/thread?forumid=70896&messageid=983195724
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/message?forumid=70896&messageid=981962165
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ask, here is Jim's guide to the shortcut jargon commonly used online
(some are used more often than others, and there may be some I
missed):

afk  = away from keyboard

brb  = be right back or bath room break

afk and brb are often used together, separated by a space, with the
same meanings, although somewhat redundant, and probably
brought to you by the Department of Redundancy Department.

btw  = by the way

cul or cul8r = see you later

fcol = for cryin' out loud

fwiw = for what it's worth

ggp  = gotta go pee

iirc = if I recall correctly (no relation to Internet relay chat)

imho = in my humble opinion

imo  = in my opinion

irc  = Internet relay chat, a program for using chat rooms via a chat
server

irl  = in real life (as opposed to the online or writing life)

np   = no problem or, if you're a bit more dramatic, no problemo

otoh = on the other hand
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There are a whole series on laughing, presumably because the
humans online like to laugh (more than the aliens, animals,
interstellar felons, lawyers, politicians or businessmen).

lol  = laugh out loud or lots of laughs (you're laughing louder if it's all
caps)

lmao = laughing my ass off (funny)

rofl = rolling on floor laughing (really funny)

roflmao = rolling on floor laughing my ass off (very, very funny)

roflmaopimp = rolling on floor laughing my ass off peeing in my pants
(I'm asphixiating)!

ssdd = same stuff different day (alternately: same stuff different
dimension)

ssdd actually originated in the old days of personal computers (in the
late 70's, before IBM PCs _or_ Macs) when ssdd stood for "single
side double density" in relation to the old 8" floppy disks that were
*truly* floppy.  Someone later gave it the more common usage.
There are vulgar variants that mean more or less the same thing.  We
won't print them here.  Use your  imagination; they're pretty childish,
anyway.

ttfn = ta ta for now

Did I miss any abbreviations?  Please write to Jim@HollyLisle.com
and we'll put them in a future issue of Vision.  ttfn!
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GGoooodd  NNeewwss  ffrroomm  FFoorrwwaarrdd  MMoottiioonn

  

One of Writer's Digest's
101 Best Writing

Sites on the Web --
That Would Be Us!

http://www.writersdigest.com/101sites_2000/

Please forgive the gleeful cheers from the background. And check
out the listing -- we're in some fine, fine company!

Look for Forward Motion for Writers in the A-Z list on the right side
of the page -- the listing says, "Forward Motion for Writers -- Get
answers and how-to help from experienced science-fiction and
fantasy authors. "

•  Moderator Jennifer St. Clair sold fantasy YA novel The Tenth
Ghost to Bookmice.com/McGraw.

•  New Moderator Christina Stiles has placed her article "Breaking
into the Gaming Biz" with Games Unplugged magazine. Tentative
publication issue is #9, due in June.

•  Alison Starkweather won first place for "Saving Aren" and second
place for "Life-Bond" in the Inkspot contest for everyone on the
Young Writer's Spec. Fic. forum. 

•  Member Mallika Khuansathavoranit won first place in the Nation
Junior Magazine Creative Writing Competition.

•  Moderator Justin Stanchfield received contracts for his story to be
anthologized in the SFF-net Bones of the World anthology.  He
also received the contributor's copies of the story he published in

http://www.writersdigest.com/101sites_2000/
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Boys' Life. He had a story reviewed for the first time -- the story
"Guynemer," published in Issue 7 of Indigenous Fiction, got a
rave review from Matt Hayes of Spicy Green Iguana.
 
An excerpt from the review reads, "The best tale from this bunch
for me was "Guynemer" by Justin Stanchfield. It is a bizarre
science fiction story about a pilot caught in a singularity who must
make a decision to attempt a risky escape orbit or wait for
assistance. As he sleeps to conserve energy he is approached by
an early 20th century flying ace who helps guide him in his
decision to wait or jump. Definitely entertaining and definitely not
your everyday science fiction. "
 
To find the review, go to the bottom of the Spicy Green Iguana
page, look in the left hand column, click on Reviews, find "The
Atomic Iguana" by Matt Hayes at the top right.
 
Justin also won a prize from Shadowkeep for his flash fiction
ultrashort Mathematics of Magic.

•  Member Caroline Allard has achieved her first publication. The
story, "The Savior," a wonderfully written little bit of evil, is now
available at The Murder Hole -- definitely check this out!  She has
also placed a second story with The Murder Hole.

•  Member Gabe Chouinard will be writing a regular column for a
new SF site. He'll be exploring the fringes of speculative fiction.

•  
Member Dave Behrend got a fantastic rejection letter
recommending him to a different publisher.

•  The soundtrack CD for Robin Catesby's
world premiere production of The Velveteen
Rabbit is now available at MAH Records, the
record company of composer Michael Allen
Harrison. The new musical adaptation played
Dec 21 through 24 in Portland Oregon.  For more
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information about the production, the script and the music
(including the original cast recording CD), visit
http://www.velveteen-rabbit.com .
Album -- http://www.mahrecords.com/new_items.htm 

•  Moderator Lazette Gifford has a short story
in the Jackhammer Ezine "Best Of" anthology -
- As Seen on the Web, and was named Writer
of the Month at Ideomancer Ezine for April.
She also has three stories available there, plus
one more at Anotherealm . Zette also sold a
fantasy novelette to Eggplant Productions.

Lazette's first novel, Silky, is available from
Embiid Publishing. (http://www.embiid.net)

Years of slavery have robbed Silky of his magical abilities, and left
him with no expectations of a better life, until his act of unselfish
bravery delivers him into the hands of a powerful Lord of the land.
Adapting to the new household, he struggles to recover the magic
that can help him protect Lord Reed from his dangerous enemies.

Exciting, complex and richly textured, with a world you'll believe and a
protagonist you have to cheer for -- Silky is wonderful. 
--Holly Lisle, author of Courage of Falcons

•  Holly Lisle's current book -- on the stands now!

To defeat the Dragons, Kait and Ry must destroy the
source of the sorcerers' power -- the Mirror of Souls.
But if they succeed, they will lose the only weapon
that can stop Luercas from becoming a demonic god

http://www.velveteen-rabbit.com/
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who will enslave the entire world . . . forever.
Book III of THE SECRET TEXTS

Read the preview chapters -- http://hollylisle.com/tm/COF-chap.html
Read the reviews -- http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/65128
View the cover -- http://hollylisle.com/tm/gallery24.html
Order the book  --  http://hollylisle.com/bookshop/#4

http://hollylisle.com/tm/COF-chap.html
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/65128
http://hollylisle.com/tm/gallery24.html
http://hollylisle.com/bookshop/#4
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FFrroomm  tthhee  WWrriitteerrss''  BBooaarrdd

Forward Motion member Mallika posted:

Does it hurt your writing and your chances to be published...
April 8 2001 at 12:46 PM

. . . if you write something that doesn't really fit any market at all, just
because you would love to write it and because it feels like so much
fun?

I read an article that said that the author's friend frittered away her
writing years by doing school plays and writing witty letters instead of
focusing on her writing and writing something that could be marketed.
He said that this friend had lamented that the time she spent doing up
all the school plays/letters/etc (although she enjoyed it) would have
been better spent seriously writing stuff, and he agreed whole-
heartedly. He said something to the effect of, "In your lean years,
when you don't have much time for writing, don't fritter them away by
doing something foolish like this. You should use them well, and use
them to train yourself."

Would writing something for myself, for fun--something that probably
wouldn't be really published, as it doesn't exactly have a strong plot,
etc--be hurting my writing and my "chances"? I am so confused. I
mean, I would love to write this story and I would probably do so but
... would that be "frittering" away my time unwisely? Hrrrrr... I trust
you guys' judgment more than his.

(Snipping description of story.)
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Holly's reply:

Arrgh.
April 8 2001 at 2:19 PM

First, your idea sounds marketable as hell to me. There's a huge
fantasy/romance crossover market right now.

Second, you have to write what you want to write. If the woman
writing funny letters and school plays didn't want to write them, and
actually wanted to be writing novels, then, yeah, she was an idiot for
spending all her time doing something she didn't want to do. But if
she was doing what she wanted to be doing at the time, the fact that
she wishes later she'd become a famous novelist is utterly pointless.

Shit, I wish I were a famous ballerina, but I frittered away my
childhood riding horses and hiking in the hills and traveling to weird
and foreign climes, and never put the time into dance that would
surely have made me a prima ballerina for the New York Ballet
Company if I'd just stuck to it.

(Yes, I'm being ridiculous. But that's the point. So was she. If she'd
wanted to write novels, she would have written novels.)

And as for the subject of what you write, to a point you create your
own market. Write what you're hungry for, then go out and sell it.
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TTeellll  UUss  AAbboouutt

In every issue of Vision we'll ask you to share some of your
adventures as writers.

Issue  # 1 -- What was your worst rejection slip?
Responses at: http://www.sscdc.net/vform/posti1.htm

For the May 1, 2001 Issue our Question is:
What would you like to see in future issues of Vision?

To respond to this question, fill out and send the form at:
http://www.sscdc.net/vform/form.htm

And find out what others have said so far at:
http://www.sscdc.net/vform/post.htm

http://www.sscdc.net/vform/posti1.htm
http://www.sscdc.net/vform/form.htm
http://www.sscdc.net/vform/post.htm
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MMaasstthheeaadd

Holly Lisle

Editor-In-Chief and Designer and Publisher of .pdf and Palm OS
versions

 Lazette Gifford

Managing Editor and Designer and Publisher of HTML Version

Visions is published bi-monthly and accepts articles only from people
who belong to the Forward Motion Writer's Community. Joining the
community is free, and it's a great resource for upcoming writers.

Holly Lisle And Lazette Gifford, Publishers

Holly@hollylisle.com
zette@hollylisle.com

Copy Editor:

Beth Adele Long
http://hollylisle.com/community/beth-adele-long-intro.html
bethadele@hollylisle.com

Associate Editors: All Associate Editors are also Moderators on the
Forward Motion. If you have any questions about the Vision or about
the site, feel free to contact any of us.

http://hollylisle.com/author/
http://hollylisle.com/community/lazette-gifford-intro.html
mailto:Holly@hollylisle.com
mailto:zette@hollylisle.com
mailto:zette@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/beth-adele-long-intro.html
mailto:bethadele@hollylisle.com
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Sarah Jane Elliott, Fantasy
http://hollylisle.com/community/sarah-jane-Elliott-intro.html
Dolphin_Girl@hollylisle.com

Teresa Hopper, Horror
http://hollylisle.com/community/teresa-hopper-intro.html
TeresaH@hollylisle.com

Jennifer St. Clair Bush, Poetry
http://hollylisle.com/community/jen-st-clair-intro.html
JenStClair@hollylisle.com

Anne M. Marble, Romance
http://hollylisle.com/community/anne-marble-intro.html
marble@hollylisle.com

Bob Billing, Science Fiction
http://hollylisle.com/community/bob-billing-intro.html
astropolis@hollylisle.com

Robin Catesby, Stage and Screen
http://hollylisle.com/community/robin-catesby-intro.html
catesby@hollylisle.com

Shane P. Carr, Suspense and Mystery
http://hollylisle.com/community/shane-p-carr-intro.html
MysticBard@hollylisle.com

Justin Stanchfield, Young Adult and Children
http://hollylisle.com/community/justin-stanchfield-intro.html
justinvs@hollylisle.com )

http://hollylisle.com/community/sarah-jane-elliot-intro.html
mailto:Dolphin_Girl@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/teresa-hopper-intro.html
mailto:TeresaH@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/jen-st-clair-intro.html
mailto:JenStClair@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/anne-marble-intro.html
mailto:marble@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/bob-billing-intro.html
http://hollylisle.com/community/bob-billing-intro.html
mailto:lbeagan@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/robin-catesby-intro.html
http://hollylisle.com/community/robin-catesby-intro.html
mailto:catesby@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/shane-p-carr-intro.html
mailto:MysticBard@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/justin-stanchfield-intro.html
mailto:justinvs@hollylisle.com
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Beth Adele Long, Young Writers’ Scene
http://hollylisle.com/community/beth-adele-long-intro.html
bethadele@hollylisle.com

Jim Mills , Forward Motion Community
http://hollylisle.com/community/jim-mills-intro.html
Jim@hollylisle.com

http://hollylisle.com/community/beth-adele-long-intro.html
http://hollylisle.com/community/beth-adele-long-intro.html
mailto:bethadele@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/jim-mills-intro.html
mailto:Jim@hollylisle.com
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VViissiioonn  EE--zziinnee  SSuubbmmiissssiioonn  GGuuiiddeelliinneess

We will happily consider manuscripts from unpublished and published
writers – we prefer to be queried (all queries and manuscript
submissions are handled by e-mail). We are interested in all facets of
writing, from first-person experience articles to genre-specific how-
to’s to informational articles about your area of specialization –
whether it be history or science or nursing or long-distance running –
and how and where your specialty can be used correctly by writers.
Write something that will help other writers write better, and we’ll be
interested in taking a look.

We are a non-paying market with a 100% volunteer staff.  In return
for your work, you get as many copies of the e-zine as you care to
download, and our sincere thanks.  You’re work will make a nice tear-
sheet to present when selling other work, but it doesn’t count as a
professional market because we can’t afford to pay.

On the other hand, the e-zine is also free.

We use only non-exclusive serial rights; what this means is that you
can sell your piece elsewhere before, during, or after you have placed
it with us.  We don’t mind if it runs simultaneously.  However – and
this is very important for you to keep in mind – if you place a piece
with us that has not been published elsewhere, we will be using your
First Serial Rights, which means they will not be available for sale
elsewhere.  Reprint rights are harder to sell.   And back issues will be
available from the site (though not from e-zine newsstands) for as
long as I can keep them there, as a reference to new people coming
into the site.

If you sell a piece elsewhere after we have accepted it but before we
have printed it, and you need to have us pull it in order to be able to
make your sale, please let us know immediately.  We can pull a piece
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up to a few days before we go to press, but the longer you wait, the
more difficult time we’ll have getting another piece copyedited and
ready to fill the slot your piece occupied.

We strive to maintain professional standards – manuscripts must be
professionally formatted, as free from spelling and grammatical errors
as you can make them, and in what you perceive to be final draft
form.  We will not welcome massive rewrites of a piece after we have
accepted it – when we accept it, we consider it pretty close to finished
and will only request such edits as will finish it to our standards.  If we
feel that it need massive rewrites, we won’t accept it.

For feature articles, query Lazette Gifford.  For genre- or area-specific
articles, query the relevant editor.  All e-mail addresses are in the
masthead.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Holly Lisle  and Lazette Gifford
Publishers, Vision
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